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925,000,000

TO SOCORRO

AGNES MYERS
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COURT

Must be Hung for Murder of
Husband Unless Gov. Folk
Intervenes.
GILLETTE

BREAKERS

LINE

ITS

Judge Parker Has Not Yet
Sentenced Murderers Sals
and Valles.
QUEEN PLEADS GUILTY
HISTORY OF HIS CASE
Special to 'I he livening Citizen.
Socorro. Dec. 8. The territorial grand Jury of the present
term of the oistrict court expects to wind up business today,
in time to be discharged by the
court this afttrnooa, but. If not.
will be in session only a day or
two of next week. So f3r fif
teen true bills have been returned, and the court will be a busy
one.
L'p to noon today, Judge Par
ker had sot passed sentence
the murderers, Carlos Sals
and Eliseo Valles, the two sheep
herders who, last Septemlier,
shot and killiKl John Blllingslea
and William McLaughlin, the
particulars of this awful double,
tragedy having been told at the
time of its occurrence and since
the conviction of the two men
In the columns of The Evening
Citizen.
It is pointed out by Judge Par
ker's many friends, who are loud
in their praises of the manner la
which he has expedited matters
in the case of the two murder
erg, that he will allow no mock
sympathy to Interfere
in his
iutfes, but that just punishment
will he meted out to these crim-Insl- s
when they are called up
before him to he sentenced.
Valles. some claim, is of a
wiak uiitld. Jle. is nevertheless
guilty, and, while he may not
have been the real instigator
of the. double murder, he should
suffer the penalty to aa extreme
limit, at hard labor. In the penitentiary. Sals was found guilty
bv the jury, which heard the evi
dence to murdtr in the first degree, and there is little doubt in
the minds of the people but that
he will be sentenced to haag.
Richard Queen, who was indicted during the week for assault with intend to rob, was
brought into court yesterday
afternoon and plead guilty to the
charge. Readers of The Even lag
familiar
Citizen arc no doubt
with the details which lead up to
Queen's arrest. last July. Queen
In company with Thomas Craig
both cowboys, rode up to the
ranch home of Jose Baca y Castillo, about thirty miles from
Magdalena, and, claiming to be
hungry, wire givea food. The
men acted suspiciously and the
of Mr. Baca, belching
that their visit meant mischief,
went to his house nearby and
secured a gun. Returning to the
Baca's house, he found Craig
the old man with a
and Queen busying himself by looking around the room
for alleged hidden money. The
soaln-lalulled his gun, and
fired, mortally wounding Craig,
whose death rt suited a short
time afterward. Queen attempted to pull his gun, but a shot
from the gun of the
close,
uncomfortably
coming
caused him to break away in a
run. One bullet fired at him as
he left the house slightly wouad-eQueen in the leg. but he kept
on running. Officers several days
later arrested Queen, ami he
conf.ssed, stating thai he and
Craig had been told that Baca
kept his moaey at bis bouse and
robbery was their motive for
calling and assaulting the old
man, which resulted in the kill- lag of Craig.
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at the Last Moment Officials
Agree to Compromise
of Men's Demands.
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Railroad and Coal Company officials Indicted by Grand Jury
Give Bonds.
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Kansas City, Dec. 8. The motion
for a writ of error in the case of Mrs.
Agnes Myers, under sentence of death
for the murder of her husband. Clarence Myers, was denied today by
Justice Brewer, in the United State
suprem court at Washington, according to a telegram received by the woman's attorney here. Governor Polk
recently granted Mrs. Myers and
Frank Hot t man, who Is also under
sentence of death for cmpltclty In th
murder, a respite until January 10.
Their only hope now lies with the
governor. iMrs. Myers expressed n
alarm at the news and said she had
faltn that Governor Folk would not
permit her to hang.
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GILLETTE DENIES THAT HE
MADE ANY CONFESSION.
Herkimer. N. Y., Dec. 8. Chester
R .Gillette, convicted of the murder of
Grace Brown, was amazed yesterday
by the receipt of a telegram from his
mother, telling him to repent before
God, explaining in her message that
she heard he had confessed.
Gillette
Immediately wired his mother aa

U'p-o- n

Chicago, Dec.
ri ijr

8.

says:

The Tribune

DENIES THAI

HE HAD CONFESSED CRIME

SOON
Will Have Shortest Line

NOT GET

Willi

HOT AFTER LAW

I

BE SPENT ON

JIB'S THE BOY WHO'S ALWAYS THERE

to-

The Santa Fe railway is making
preparations for large expenditures in
all along Its
1!07 for Improvement
They will prolialily aggresystem.
gate $25,01)0,000. One of the most
pieces of work is double-trackin-g
the system from Chicago to
Kansas City. Another large improvement is the construction of a new
lino from Texlco, N. M., to Brovvns-Tille- ,
Texas. It is said when this line
is built the Santa Fe will have the
shortest line between San Francisco
and Galveston.
STRIKE NOW SEEMS TO

BE UNAVOIDABLE.
Pa.. Dec. 8. The dispute

Pittsburg.
between the local officials of the railroads centering in Pittsburg and their
emDloveii. over a scale for yardmen.
.has urrlved Bt a., cVitioai sUiee, and''
unless a settlement shall be reached
day or so, fears are enterwithin
tained t.f a general strike In the disNegotiations with the Baltitrict.
more & Ohio are already off. and
much .tcpends upon the meetings arranged for toilay with general managers of the Pennsylvania and Wabash lines. If these two companies
take a Ftand similar to that of the
Baltimore & Ohio, all yardmen in th
Pittsburg district will likely be called
out on a strike, lu accordance with
the result, of the vote on this question bv the trainmen. The Pittsburg
& Uilie Krie officials are understood
to have agreed to pay the "middle
scale," but it is not believed that the
trainmen will accept this scale ualess
all other roads in this district agree
to a similar proposition. The "middle scale" is one cent an hour less
than the scale paid in the Chicago
district, and is in effect at Cleveland,
Youngstown and other Ohio points.
Hones of Settlement.
W. C. lee, vice grand master of
the Brotherhood of Hallway Tralii-men- ,
this afternoon, after a long conference witli General Manager George
roads
L. JVck, nf the Pennsylvania
west of Pittsburg, said that the Pennsylvania road had agreed to grant the
"middle scale." and that he had received Informatoin that the Baltimore
& Ohio had receded and would grant
the "middle scale" nls;i.
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JOHNSON LIVES WITH

TO INMATES

i

BULLET IN HIS BRAIN

AFF A I R Shr.
i

Virtually Settled For the Pres
ent But Predicts War
ILLINOIS BISHOP DEAD
In Five Years.
CLEVELAND ILL

s:

"I have made no confession.
Ex
pect new trial. Am innocent.
Believe no reports you read about m
In the newspapers."

as

of Persia Reported
Dead But Is Only
Very 111.

!

A

Would' Be Suicide Still Sur- DISCONTENT IN WORLD
vives Despite Brain
DF LABOR IS ON
Oozes Out.

AGAIN

UTAH OFFICIAL8 INDICTED
BY U. 8. COURTS GIVE BOND.
Salt Ijike City, Dec. 8. Everett

INCREASE

CASE NOT WITHOUT PARALLEL

Eatt Liverpool, Ohio, Dec. S. A
traction car of the East Liverpool Civil War Veterans Relate Similar
Forty-Fiv- e
Thousand Factory
iracttoa &. Light, company, carrying Instances The Kecord
rteload of passengers, was
full
EXCITED OVER BAILEY
Hands In New England
illed at an approach to a trestle to
Case.
twenty-fivday and plunged over
Demand Raise.
foot embnnkment, completely wrecking the car. James Vale of Wellsville
Wit'.i a ghaslly hole In his right temBellamy Storcr Is Red Heeded was instantly killed and all tne
ple, through which the brain 007.es,
Injured, sevetal it is punctured by a bullet from a
EIGHT H0UK LAW
Over Dismissal From Post of thought were
fatally. The C3r stood on
fired by his own hand
GOES TO SUPREME COURT
Ambassadorto Austria Hungary. end when it struck the bottom of the with revolver
suicidal Intent, Charles Johnson, cmbaakment and taen toppled on Its; gicual
unSweed. still lives though
t,t,
Thi it9Kco'irrB u'in thrown
New Bedford, Mass., Dec. 8. Great
.'(.nsciocs. at St. Joseph's hospital, Chicago. IX c. S. A dispatch to the tl n , d. Vale having his
removed in an ambu- Interest exists 111 all the cotton mill
from San Francisco says:
crushed and dying Instantly. Irail- - where he vva.t
Al-i
The man was brought to
districts of southern New Kngland,
Califoi nia regards the Japanese
,nl js
to be due to loose lane".
in a number of Textile union meet
biiquereue last night in a
embroglio as practically settled, and L.artQ collecting on the rails,
Kcioti.i condition on Santa Fe train ings called for ilifTercut hours late towhile believii.ir the present, crisis has
here at 10 day to consider the offer of manufac
No. 1. which arrived
been bridged over, expects and pre- SHAH OF PERSIA IS
shirt himself on the turers to advance wages 7 per cent 011
REPORTED AS DEAD o'clock. Johnson
dicts a war between the United States
The council recommends
t.'ar Kennedy, a station this Monday.
Thai
ladon, Dec. 8. A dispatch was train
and Japan within five years.
that the offer be rejected and that the
from side of l.amy Junction.
the federal government, by dodging rocelvul here this morning
I
While surgeons admit that John-- operatives Insist on the original dethe Issue and placing the responsibil- Paris announcing the reiN)rt tliere
When
as.e is not without precedent. mand for a 10 per cent raise.
son's
ity of insult to Japan on California, that the shah of Persia is dead. ih..v ilwiRrf
the tact I nut lie is th rate here is decided upon It will
has prevented immediate war Is the Neither Persian legation nor Persian stili alive is thai
Nw
very mysterious.
affect from 40,000 to 45..oi hands in
and bank here have received anything
firm conviction of politicians
reason has been advanced southwestern New Kngland outside of
officeholders In San Krar.cisco; but confirmatory of the rumor. The Brit- - stensiUeremarkable
Is
vitality, which
his
Fail River.
that war will eventuate is declared on ijh foreign office also discredits the for
specially peculiar In view of the fact
every side.
reort.Vi. It is undertiod howtver. :hat
he was full of whisky when he MINERS THREATEN STRIKE
Uhi).
ill un.l litu tnulil.
AT LEAD, SOUTH DAKOTA.
ciiinniltted the deed, the effects in-or
BAILEY AFFAIRS ARE
final
in
a
dies
stae.
ite
S. 1)., Dec. 8. A strike is
which have worn off during the
GETTING BAD IN TEXAS.I
depressed
undoubtedly
at the Ilomestake mine.
therater.ed
this
has
terim;
Waco, Texas, Dee. 8. Political clr- Alive But Quite III.
action.
The miners will erach a decision tocles in Texas are excited over the (lis-- ,
Dec. 8. The his heart
Teheran,
Persia.
morn
surgeon
attending
this
The
morrow.
closures given out last night regard-- ! health of the shah today shows that
that the
ing the case of I'nited States Sen- he has made a further slight improve-meat- , ing gave as his opinion prove
EIGHT-HOUfaial.
DAY WILL BE
would undoubtedly
ator Bailey and the Waters-Pierc- e
but he is si ill very weak. At wound
WORLD'S AVAILABLE
TAKEN TO SUPREME COURT.
This afternoon a call 4 o'clock this altenioon be was slump- ' Mow long the man willt live," he
Oil company.
It
i state.
GRAIN SUPPLIES.
Cincinnati. Dec. 8. The supreme
said, "I am not prepared
was issued for a mass meet ing wit. ing.
may be several days before be dies. court of the I'nited States will be
a view to instructing members of the,
York. Dec. 8. Uradst reet 's
New
The brain is oozing from his wound, asked to pass on the constitutionality
legislature in connection with Bailey's BISHOP SEYMOUR IS
weekly statement which will be islaw. The first acwhich goes to show thai it has been of the eight-houcandidacy
following
for
show
the
will
sued today
DEAD OF PNEUMONIA
it Is tion 10 thai end was taken In the
Since
bullet.
the
by
perforated
Figures
tinsupply.
changgrain
Springfield. III., Dec. x. Bishop
in
to probe for the missile. It Lulled States district court here to
BELLAMY STORER ON
in bushels.
Wheat stocks east of
Oeorg': F. Seymour of the Kplscopal impossible
icated. It is no doubt day. The case was thnt of the Sheridanot
been
has
HATCHET.
WITH
WARPATH
l.i:i7.otn;
the Kookii-Increased
church of Springfield, died this morn- Imti'.xl Some nlacH near the left side n-Kirk
company, convicted recent.
TriChicago
V
I'ni-leThe
Chicago,
31
".nun. Total
Canad.t increased
ing. Di.bth was due to an attack of iof the head, as it did not penetrate ly of employing lalmrers for more
to
dispatch
Washington
a
bune,
in
States and Canada increased
pneumonia, from which he nad been
day, says that an extraordinary letter, i:i a critical condition more than a through both sides of the skull. sucu than eight hours a day In a contract
afloat and in Europe inon a government dam below the city.
"As a rule, people die under
by
Bellamy
Storcr.
addressed
been
has
creased 2.tiisi.oim. Total American
fortnight.
on Motion for a new trial was overruled
are
instances
but
circumstances,
members
Roosevelt
and
to
President
and Kuropean supply Increased 4,'
record where they have lived," con- and the attorneys gave notice that on
of his cabinet in regard to ills d:sinis INDUSTRIAL EXHIBITION
O54.00O; corn lu United States and
writ of error the case would be taken
tinued the surgeon in response to
of
ambassador
post
of
from
the
sal
Canada decn used 3,niiu, while oats in
AT PHILADELPHIA.
have been to the United States supreme court,
"There
Hungary.
Austria
to
the
States
I'nited
United Mtates and Canada increased
Philadelphia, lcc. 8. An industrial cases just as remarkable as this one, claiming that congress has no power
Storcr was dismissed because f h's
ti.VJ.oijo.
in the Horti anad more so."
under the constitution to pass such a
wife's supposed Interference in af- exhibition was opened
cultural hall here today. Judge Ben
law.
Himself on Train.
Shot
church
Catholic
Roman
the
of
fairs
MARKED INCREASE IN DIDenver, made the openJohnson Is aliout 4o years old and
and her alleged misuse of letters B. Lindsay, of The
RARE TEXTILES ON EXHIweigh
VORCE AND DESERTION.
new
clun
probably
century
will
ing
address.
heavily built. He
was
also
It
from the president.
BITION IN NEW YORK.
Ing with the Con- mule than 1N pounds. On his person
Chicago. Dec. 8. Over l,7uo fami- NOR WEGION FORESTS
meddled which is
charged that Mrs. Storcr
New York, l)if, 8 In the Americard in
league, the Pennsylvania was found a membership
lies are r.ow public charges because
Both of these sumers
STRIPPED OF LUMBER. with French politics.
the Child Ijibor committee and the Civic Truck Drivers' union No. 7u."i, of Chi- can uri galleries today the Vitall
The
of desertion by the husband.
S.
Reporting to the barges Storer denies, and on presiOtlawa,
collection of rare textiles, old
club in the management of the exhi- cago, with other paers which evisingular pari of the cases is thai de trade and lec.
the
declares
that
hand
other
tocommerce department,
were
scrtions by husbands have been In- day from Cbristianan, K. C Sontum, dent's interest in the selection of bition are enthusiastic in their idea dence Hint he is umliated with the laces nnd ecclesiastical relics sevenI'u on exhibit. The sixteenth,
creasing to a marked extent under commercial agent notes a serious Archbishop Ireland as cardinal was that U.th good and evil conditions of American Federation of Labor.
but to modern industry
be shown and ion No. 7iT) Is said to be the local con- teenth and eighteenth centuries are
the law of l'J";l making this an indict- condition in the N'orwegion
lumber not due to Storer or his wife,
An exceptionalin spicuous iu the teamsters' strike in largely represented.
improvement
Imtangible
by
some
that
alone.
president
able offense. punishable
the
pulp trade owing to the high
conn Cli:cago as the one which furnished a ly flue set of old eccleesiastical vest
of
conditions
the
Die
la!or
child
prisonment, and inert asing during a and
piiei. of logs. The fact seems to be NO NEWS CAN BE HAD
chalice,
chasuble,
number of sluggers and. sandbag men ments comprise
try may be brought about.
Mine when work was never ni'ie plenCor stole, maniple and burse, and are emthat ihe Norwegion f. rests are not
FROM THE WHITE HOUSE.
lu Intimidated
tiful or wag- - s higher.
v
large enough to supply a sufficient
No
oincl
01
Washington.
Iee.
inm,n,Is broidered In silver. There Is a rich
nelius 1. fnea.
COMPANY
organization,
tiuaniity of logs for all existing mills, statement bearing on the Issues raised PHILADELPHIA
MAKES ENORMOUS LOAN. of the teamsters' conspiracy In con Venetian Dige velvet panel, one of
WORLD'S LARGFST IR
of wood in the correspondence between the
and that those brnnche.
being
for
tried
now
v
I'.iiglish gothic in purple velvet, coats
Dec. 8. Samuel
New York.
RICATION RESERVOIR. goods trade
of lawlessness!
which are not under ex- president and former Ambassador and Morris, assistant
secretary
of the nection with the era
of arms, heavily embroidered, one in
nothing
the
profit
is
at
Rfusevtit. Ariz.. Dec. R. The larg-er-- isting conditions sufficiently
There
obtainable
str.ke.
during
was
the
Mrs. Storer
and
irrigation rest rvoir ever con- able lo stand the strain of the se- white house today, and it is not ccr C.irad Trust company of Philadelphia, tu indicate that Johnson was directly heavily raised needlework In goldHons,
for Paris. c liiiected with tliis, however.
silver, the shield upheld by
Is now being built near this vere scramble fur logs are doomed tain that the president will discuss sa led from here today
htinrtt-company have finished the
was lound upon bearing the Insignia of a chevalller of
P will l,e completed by tin to go to the wall. It Is Mated on of- 'he matter at any time in the luture. The (iirard
ttuiisiMirtation
oily.
sealing of the $"o.(in,i,-On- tli Nomail
signing
and
passengers
will
which
grt
dam
but
stated that Jerusalem ot tin? cgnieeum mnui,.
of
of
it
a
ion
authority
ficial
Tca
thai the forests
Spanish
i .inn placed in Paris by the Pennla was being shipped by the Santa There are also two historical
enabl the holding of .4" i.m ii t arre- Ncrwa y. Sweden ami Finland aie UNITED IRISH LEAGUE
PROCLAIMED.
sylvania railroad and Mr. Morris is !'' f,,r cons'i net ion work in ("alitor madieval relics and early gothic tapeI eel.
f water, or enough to cover not ubl
to stand the drain tn which
,
R.
going to that ci'y to attend to the
The proelama-tiDee.
Dublin,
'liavtlers on the smoker where; st ries.
subjected ill reci III
th.it luuuy actes of land a feol deep, I hey have
'to the French .li bn-- , in rode doeluied he did not ap-n of the Ixud Lieutenant and Privy livery of the
years.
Ii will be used by farmers in
t
bankers. The entire issue has been pear to have been drinking until the; MAKING ARTIFICIAL
council, dealing with the Culled
for their crops in
plitig tin
DIAMONDS IN LONDON.
n reached l.amy. where he is said;
league on the countries of Galway resold in Paris to investors, and the
the t. Title land.-- - below the reervoir. SWEDISH IMMIGRANTS
bi
ween
while
No
Dc.
Uindoii.
the
heavily
train!
S.At it meteillg of
today.
Ameri
an
transaction
effect
drank
t,,
first
have
Mayo
takes
FOR THE UNITED STATES. and
the Royal Society
will
coal.
of
members
league
investthe
and
th"
water
for
French
Mci.ipcd
railroad
the
and
meetings
can
of
Stockholm, Sweden. Dec. 8. Pass- further
SANTA CLAUS GETTING
his
!n r leaving the Junction, Johnson today Herbert Wood described
BUSY IN CHICAGO. ages liavo been booked for eighteen be allowed in the countries mention ing public is n atiy complete. There
f
of were rcnuired f"i the execution
Iroin his seat and staggered Into proc. ss for making diamonds
CM ago. Dec v The nr.- -' caruo f ttiousaiul your.g men and women for ed owing to the great number
Immediately aft-- I
Aim
o.il. t
Wood's artificial stones have
J'ai.n 0 signaiuns
commit- the certificate
rec-nMChi istiii.to tree- - have arrived heie ill.,- sunt hern state uf America dar-- j agrarian outrages
the passengers were startled deceived the best known extn its who
The cxecuiives cf the league and the affecting of he same number
he black acres of Lake Super- in the cuming spring season. The ted.
4roi
When, have declared I hem to be genuine.
bv the report of a revolver.
any
ior, u i:U,. south of the Milline r graz- fort I. coming exodus w ill fe the great-- j have iintiouiicid meetings iu spite of ot seals. The ci, ui whoappointed ten ii
n:.m was dragged from the close! The cost of production is so small
signed their
assistant secretaries
in the history of this country, the proclamation, and trouble is feari m
ing ground of St. .Nicholas i mieci
that it is expected a revolution wli
day
for
ol!ce has bei II names cont :nu"ii v each
a v v Mo.-- t of the immigrants vsill sciile tu ed
A large force of
arc of o r;
The lalt I" tlx
(Cont;nued on Page Five.)
lake p'ace in he diamond trade.
Ileal v two IliOU'hs.
requisitioned.
foliage
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Buckingham, genral uperlntenderit of
the Oregon Short Line: J. M. Moore,
genral agent in Salt Lake of the Union Pacific Coal company, and General
Manager H. O. Williams, of the Utaj
Fuel company, who were indicted by
tlto gftivd jury-- yetarday. appeared
before L nlted Stages Oimmlssiooni'
Charles Baldwin Just before noon
today, and gave tionds for
In the federal district court
before Judge John A. 'Marshall, on
April 8 next.
It Is stated that arrangements
have been ninde for
others of the Indicted to give bonds.
.

WOULD-B-

E

BANK ROBBER

FAILS AND IS CAUGHT.
Great Bend, Kan.. Dec. 8. After a
daring attempt hero at 9 o'clock thla
morning to rob the J. V. Brlzkman
,
company bank,
a man
who gave the name of George A.
Ivewi3, of KansaB City, was surroundBud Westfall. a
ed nnd surrendered.
Express
driver for the Wells-Fargcompany, was killed by a shot fired by
one of the pursuers. Iwis walked
into the bank a few minutes after it
had opened and pointed a revolver at
the cashier, ordering him to hold up
his hands. A clerk dodged into the
vault nnd started the burglar alarm.
Iewis Immediately fled up the alley,
and us the crowd pressed him, dodged
building and
Into the Wells-Farglocked himself In a room on the second floor. Several bullets were fired
Into the room in an attempt to dislodge the robber. One of them struck
Westfall, who was in the express
office on the street floor. Lewis finally surrendered and was taken to the
county jail.
single-handed-

o

PREDICTS

EXTINCTION
OF IDLE CLASSES.
Dec. 8. At a great labor

Jjuidon,
meeting in Hyde lark today at which
the Countess of Warwick siwike, the
Rev. F. B. Meyers, a Baptist clergy- niuu iu reviewing the signs of the
times predicted the extinction or luw
In
Idle classes
the near future.
There was no need, he said, to argue
that human society was passing
revoluthrough one of the greatest
tions in history. It was a remarkable fact that the movement was not
Identified with the leadership of any
one man ns it wild a movement of
the people. Government by party
was becoming more difficult as men
were becoming Imbued with the Idea
of social unity. Collectiveness was
looking over the shoulder of Individualism; competition was being jet
the spirt of
aside by
social service was asserting Itself on
all sides, and while the people of the
smart set were wasting their lives
In
the trade classes
were coming to the front. The Countess of Warwick during her address
predicted a bright and happy future
for the British laborer.
;

e

CONTRIBUTIONS TO HELP
AMERICAN COMPOSER.
New York, Dec. 8 Au appeal for
contributions for a fund to be devoted to supoprt of Kdward MclKiwell,
the American composer Is meeting
with great success. The appeal is
signed by Grover Cleveland. Andrew
Carnegie, Go rge B. Cortelyoti, Frank
Damrosch. Victor Herbert, Henry L.
Higginsou, Nicholas Umgworlh, John
Horatio
Parker.
Plcrpont Morgan,
Bishop Henry C. Potter. Henry Van
Dyke, and many other prominent
men. At a meeting of the committee
toIn charge of the arraLetnents
night it was decided to call the fund
fund of Ihe
the l'dward MclKiwell
The fund
Mendelssohn Glee club.
will be used to perpetuate- McDowell's
lueiuorv as well as to provide for U's
Heeds.
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States has ever before known and
shows that this country raises 80 per
cent of the corn grown In the world.
The yield this year is 173,ooo,(KM.i

cess of last year and five
tkt above (lie ten year average. bushels
The
muh .ttu. BtlUi.
report gives the quality ns nbove the
average, 88.9 compared with 90.6 last
year, 82.2 in 1904, and 83.1 In 190,1.
The farm reserves of corn, or 4.4
per cent of the crop of 1905 are
or 37.(100,000 more than last
and are the scrond largest on
OmlJ Paper of Bernalillo County year
record. There was a decrease In the
or muuqunrque.
supply of corn on the farms from
AMMttM frwa Antrim Dlipitchn.
March 1 to November 1, of 989,000,-"0mn4 County Clrculatli.
City
UrftTk LlrrMt Nm Mnilr.
compared with 873,000,000 bush
rirrul.Ma.
els for the same time last year. The
llrywt Nr1r,ra Hrlrnm Cirtulitlea, preliminary
estimate of the nvemirp
yield per acre of potatoes Is 102.5
bushel.? against an average yield of
87 bushels ns finally estimated
In
1905; 110.4 bushels in 1904. and a ten
year average of 84.4. The uvernge s
to quality is 90 per cent as compared
one year ago: :.4 In 1904
with
ami 8fi,4 In 1903.
The nrcllmlnnr.
esumaie or tnp average yield per
ncre or hav s 1.35 tons, ni7lnt nn
average yield of 1.54 tons ns flnallv
estimated In 1905:1.52 tons In 1904
ami a ten year average of 1.44. The
average as to quality in 89.9 per cent
against 98.8 one venr nun- ) 7 In
J904, and 91.3 in 1903.
I

hMUt far ImnMM tbnik
mm

WANTED.

WANTED
Woman
for general
housework In family of two. Apply
114 South Seventh street.
WANTED Help furnisTiea and employment of all kinds secured
promptly. Call on, write or phone
tjoiburn'g Employment agency. 109
West Silver avenue. Auto Phone 270
Gentlemen's second-han- d
WANTED
clothing. No. 515 South First street,
outn of viaduct, send address and
will call. It. J. Sweeney, proprietor '
.
I.. . i
wain ed ijidy to advertise our
goods local iy. Several weeks home
work. Salary $12 per week, ft a
(lay for expenses. Saunders Co., IX?
8
partment W,
Jackson Boule
vard, Chlcii.uo, ill.
wan I ED Man wita Jb,000 or more
can secure interest In good paying
established manufacturing business.
Work is light. Salary $1040 per year
to start 'witli. No trades.
Don't
answer unless you have tho money.
Address Opportunity, care Evening
Citizen.
AGENTS WANTED.
WANTED Agents, canvassers,
mixers, peddlers, str; et men, solicitors,
mall order ix'ople, etc., should buy
Kramer's Hook of Trade Secrets.
Hegular price $5 but balance of last
edition is being sold for $1.25 as
long as tiny last. Every person
who is out of employment can make
more out of this book than a person
in ordinary business can on a capital of llo.noo. Order quick. Sioux
I'ub. Co., Sutherland, Iowa.
SALESMEN WANTED.
WANTED S.ilt smen.
Expeilencod
In any line to sell general
trade In
New Mexico.
An unexcelled specialty proposition; vacancy January
1st. Commissions with $35 weekly.
The Continental Jewelry Co., Cleveland, Ohio.
WANTED
Lurjte
wholesale house,
paying Its salesmen $15oo.oo per
year and expenses to sill staple line
to general trade, desires two more
men for 1907 to commence work at
once, if possible. Address Sawyer.
Leslie & Co., Detroit, Mich.

Cough
in its inception

"

Our

....

0

Syrup White Pine
and Tar

PROSPECTS

OF SILVER

EXCEllEN

I

Largest Sailors Home in the
World-T- wo
New Cables
to Cuba.
JEWISH CONGREGATION
KEORE THAN

400

IS

YEARS

0L0

-

THE NEW

CABLE LINE
TO CUBA FROM U. S.
New York, Dec. 8. ConccrnI::? the
Commercial Cable company of Cuba
which was Incorporated in Albany,
Clarence A. Macka.v. president of the
Mackav companies and the Conimei- clal Cable companies todav made a
statement
in connection
with the
company which explains how the com
pany gets rights to operate in Cuba.
The company." he said. "Ik helm? or
ganized by the Mackav companies to
lay two cables from the United States
to Cuba to compete with the Western
Union cables, which up to the pres
ent had a monopoly of the business.
The monopoly was granted hv the

Good Summary of Crop Yields
For This Country During the
Spanish government forty wears nco
Present Year Officially Made.
and we wtii now enter into competiDenver, Colo., Dec. 8. Director of
United States Mints George R. Rob
erts is here today looking after some
iier mining properties on behalf of
the government.
It appeals as if
Colorado would come into her own
again as the greatest silver produc
ing state In the world as all the sil
er mines are to be reopened even
In the low paying districts.
It looks
as if the government will force the
price of silver ns high as 85 cents ah
ounce before January next. Not only
Ihis country, but Mexico and India
are crying for silver.
Mexico needs
silver so badly that the United States
government
nas been engaged to
stamp several million dollars worth
of pesos at top speed in the San
irrancisco
mint.
India becoming
aware of the rise refuses to sell her
present
silver at
to the United
htates. Four years ago during the
great panic silver crept down day by
flay and when it reached 58 cents
the industry went to pieces. The low
water mark was reached In Decem- ner, 1302, when the white metal went
to 47.1 cents an ounce. At nrpsnnt
the whole country is crying for silver
no me movement qi the United
States government in purchasing
mines has caused London to make
Heavy purchases of silver.
Money
is neeaed badly, and as the com para
tively few silver dollars In this coun
try are kept in the government vaults
while the silver certificates
which
cover them are kept in circulation it
Is possible that silver will be coin
ed in such immense quantities from
now on as to justify the revival of
the silver mining industry on a large
scale In Colorado.
SAILORS HOME TO BE
LARGEST IN THE WORLD.
New York, Dec. 8. The seamen's
church Institute of the port of New
York is raising funds to erect
a
sailors home which will be the largest- In the world.
A plot at the
upper coiner of South street and
Coenties Slip fronting on .leanette
Park ha3 been purchased and work
on the new building was commenced
today. The building which will bt
right In the centre of 'Sailortown"
will be a ten story one and will contain 400 beds. There will be a club
room and appartmenta for captains
and officers, also a restaurant and the
Bhlpping bureau which will be established when the home is built will
onable any tar to get a ship without
leaving the building.
INTERESTING JEWISH
CEREMONY IN ENGLAND.
Birmingham, Eng., Dec. 8. The
Birmingham .lews celebrated the jubilee of their house of worship. The
origin of the congregation is obscure
Imt it has existed for over 400 years.
tJeorge Gordon, a convert to the
faith and a much maligned man was
minister to the congregation
from
17ti5 to 1785.
I i is conversation
to
Judaism which took place In Birmingham, is one of the most important
episodes In the Jewish history of the
city.
Tebele t?chlff.
the 'tfnglish
Chief Rabbi, refused to receive Lord
George into the church but he was
subsequently admitted.
In Birmingham he lodged at the house of one
Kabbl Jacob, where he held service
(Minyanl night and morning. He
was initiated tin-rinto the Alirulia-mlconvent and to.ik the name of
Israel Abraham. He also wore Ihe
traditional long beard ami followed
all Jewish customs. In I7ts be was
to
sentenced
five years imprl son
mem in Newgate for a HUI upon
criminal justice of the country
for slandering Marie Antoinette ami
the rrenoh ambassador in London
He died in Newgate jail in 1793.

Alvarado

Pharmacy

Cor. Gold Ave. and 1st.
l

SEEK A RELIABLE DENTIST
Full Set of Teeth
Gold Crowns
Gold Filling

SC

$1.50 up
50c

Palnlett Extracting

ALL

WORK

S8

ABSOLUTELY GUAR
ANTEE2.
.V.- -

..JW.-

T- 1

.

tion with tho Western Union as the
monopoly has ceased to exist. When

the monopoly expires at twelve
o'clock today our two cables will be
worked and we will have direct comROOM
munication between Havana and
and Key West and Florida."

COPP.
N. T. ARMIJO BUILDING.
B. F.

12,

New-Yor-

NOTICE

Department of the Interior. Unite
States Land Office, Santa Fe, N. M
8. The
Church
Nov. 27, 190G.
and the Education of the Negro" was
Notice is hereby given tbat tho fol
the principal topic of discussion at lowing-named
claimant ba filed nn
the great meeting of l K. Church
bishops and ministers yesterday. Bis- tieo of his Intention to make flnnl
hop Bayne, of Divinity scrool, Peters- proof in support Of his claim under
16 and 17 of the act of March
burg, Va., stated
that the' society stations
3.
(20 Stats. 854). ns amende
was working for the betterment of by 1891 act
the
of February 21, 1893 (27
10,000.000 negroes
in the southern Stats., 470) ami
that said proof wl'l
states.
The Right Rev. Bishop Bur- be made before
Stlvmro Mirabal, V.
gess D. D., who presided explained S.
Court
at San Raf ae
the work the society had undertaken. N. M., on Commissioner
January 5, 1907, viz: Matla
Addresses were delivered
by the Concho of Laguna, N. M., for
tu3
Right Rev. 1). H. Greer, I. I)., Bishop SE
Sec. 25, T. 10 N., R. 7 W. N.
Coadjutor of New York; the Hon. R. M. P. M.
Cutting, Dr. S. G. Atkens, correspondHe names the following witnesses
ing secretary at education
of the to prove his actual continuous ad
African Methodist Zion church, and verse possession of said tract for
Dr. W. Thomas Lovett, of Norfolk, twtaty years next preceding
the surVa.
vey of the township, viz:
Joseclto Ross, of Seania, N. M.;
TERRY MrGOVERN WILL
William Paiaano, of Cosa Blanca, N.
LEAVE FOR CUBA TOMORROW.
M.; Martin Luther, of Casa Blasca,
Brooklyn, Dec. 8. Terry McGovern N. M., Yamie B. Leeds, of
Seania N.
sailed
from
here
mornM.
this
ing with his base ball team for HaAny person who desires to protest
vana. He has booked engagements against the allowance of said proof or
with the best teams in Cuba. "Pop" who knows or any substantial reason
Watkins, the famous coach will sail under the laws and regulations of the
with McGovern and his team and Interior departmet why such proof
will act as trainer. Terry's Idea is to should not bo allowed will be given
get into good condition and in t.iP an opportunity at the almve-niomeantime make a few sheckels. tloned time and place to
Charley Malay of this city who play ino t.tie witnesses of said claimant,
ed with Rochester of the Eastern and to offer evidence in rebiilt:it of
League last season, is included in that submitted by claimant.
the team. Malay will act as McGov- MANUEL R. OTERO.
ern'a sparring partner as Terry wih
Register.
give several srmrrlnir evhihitliin j m
Small holding claim No. 1(521.
the theatres. The team is composed
A Western Wonder.
of National
.ln
Iairue ulavoi-Wall, who had an offer to play this
There's a Hill at Bowie, Tex., that's
winter in Tampa. Fla.. in the winter twice as big as last year. This wonLeague cancelled h's enmiirement to der is W. L. Hill, who from a weight
go to Cuba with Terry.
McGovern of 90 pounds has grown to over 80.
today announces that
he
will go He says: "I suffered with a terrible
south with the New York Giants on cough, and doctors gave mo up to die
of consumption. I was reduced to 90
their training trip
pounds, when I began taking Dr.
LARGE COAL OUTPUT
King's New Discovery for consumpIN INDIA DURING PAST YEAR. tion, coughs and colds. Now,
Umdon, Dec. 8. A blue book is taking 12 bottles, I have more after
than
sued today shows the total number doubled In weight and am rompletely
of coal mines in operation in India cured."
Only sure cough and cold
to be 276 comoarcrl with vmi in iqiu cure. Guranteed hv all druiret.sts
The total output last year was
50c and II. Trial bottle free.
tons of which 7.234.333 tons
Ask for JAFFA'S KRACK KREAM
were produced in the Province of
Bengal. The average number of nel BREAD and take no .ther.
sons working in the mines is given
A specific
for pain Dr. Thomas'
as 87,995, of whom fil.ii02 are adult Electric Oil. stronKist
t
lini
males ami 2.935 children under 12 ment ever devised. A household rem
years of age.
edy in America for 25 years.

m

i

FOR
New

Rfc.fr.
7ion.se

five-room-

modern. (118 North Sixth street.
Oil RENT Nicely furnished rooms
with board. 422 North Sixth sLreot
FOR RENT Nicely furnished room :
gentleman only. 723 West Copper
avenue.
FOR KENT
Bright, sunnv rooms for
iglit housekeeping.
Inquire rear
;'! west Railroad avenue.
FOR RENT Furnisher; cotlaun tintsvery reasonable. Apply at Jio Coal
avenue, east end of viaduct.
FOR KENT Four-roocotlaee fur- nished, at Lockhart ranch. Ten
minutes' walk from street car Una.
RENT Oil SALE Hnusn of W.
North Edith street. Inquire at Old
town postofflce.
FOR RENT Three nicelv fmnlshT.d
rooms with bath for light house- l;ee;ing. Inquire fit. this office
toil ren r Pleasant, airv. well fur
nished rooms, with modern improve
ments. Appiy at store, 522 East
Marquette avenue, corner of north

AT BROOKLYN.

-

BroadflAy.

I'

8, 1906.

Furniture, Pianos. Organs, Horsea,
Wagons and other Chattels; also on
SALARIES AMD WAREHOUSE RE- l 1M l"l !S. A9 low aa Sin anit aa
hlh
$200. Loans are quickly made and
strictly private. Time: One month
to one year given. Goods remain In
your possession. Our rates ere reasonable. Call and see us before borrow-

1

iwo-um-

rv

NEW MEXICO

Coplioi and surplus, $100,000

ing.

THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
Steamship tickets to and from all
parts of the world.
Rooms 3 and 4, Grant Bldg.
315 West Railroad Ave.
PRIVATE OFFICES.
Open Evenings.
5-Ro-

INTEREST

With Amplo Mean

House

om

ALLOWED

ON

SAVINGS

DEPOSITS

and Unturpataad Facilities

On Lowlands, close in, sewer connee

tions, city water.

$1,200,00
This is a bargain

for someone.
Extends to Depositor- - Every Proper Accommodation,
New Accounts Capital, 1150,000.00.

POR TERFIELD CO.
Weit

110

Gold Ave.

FIRE

ESTATE
INSURANCE

DEPOSITORY

TOR THE ATCHISON, TQPEKA &
SANTA

AND LOANS
215 W. GOLD AV.

t

FE RY.
I

ALBUQUERQUE

PROFESSIONAL

I

CARDS

i

1

FIRST NATIONAL BANK

LAWYERS.

ALBUQUERQUE,

Ira M RPnrt
AllOR .EY AT LAW. 32 F street
N. W.. Washington n r
Pu.in..
a
v"vUi9
anas,
patents,
copyrights, caveats
letter patents, trade marks. claimB.

r

R. W. D. Bryan.
AT LAW,
N. M.
Office.
First

que,
Bank building.
E. W. Dobso :.
ATTORNEY AT l. aw rifflpo
well Mock, Albuanernue M m'

v,oy

U. S. DEPOSITORY
Authorized Capital
jPald Up Capital, Surplus and Profits

DENTISTS.
DR. J. E. KRAFT,

Depository for Atchison, Topeks

Dental Surgeon.
Rooms 2 and 3, Barnette Building
over O Rielly's Drug Store. Automatic
'phone 238. Appointments made by
mail.
Edmund J. Alger, D. D. S.
No. 306 Railroad avenue.
Office
hours, 9:00 a. m., to 12:30 p. m.; 1:30
p. m. to 5 p. m.
Both phones. Appointments made by mail.

'S

&

$500,000 00
1250,000.60

Santa Fe Railway Company

STATE NATIONAL BANK
ALBUQUERQUE,

DR. D. E. WILSON

Dentist.

NEW MEXICO

CAPITAL
SURPLUS AND PROFITS,

Rooms 10, 12, 13, Occidental Life
Bhlg., Cor.
Railroad
avenue and
Broadway, Albuquerque, N. M. Office hours, 8 to 12 A. M.; 1 to 9 P M.
Colo. Phone, 129.

. . .

$100,000.00
22,000.00

Interest Paid on Time Deposits
Safety Deposit boxes for Rent. Drafts Issued ou all parts of the Wer.t

PHYSICIANS.
Drt. R. L. HUST.
Office, 6S, N. T. Armijo Bldg.

We Want Your

Tuberculosis treated with
Electrical
Current and
Germicide. Treatments given each
day from 8 a. m. to
p. m.. Trained
nurse in attendance.
Both 'phones.
UNDERTAKER.
Auto, 'phone 31fi.
Polo Red 115.

y

Banking Business

DIRECTORS
Herndon. I. A. Dve. E. A Mlera
F. 11. strong. Jay A. Hubbs.

O. N. Marron.
Wm. Farr. J. B.
D. H. earns. J. A. Weinman.

nnoncDt

Commercial
Club Building. Black
and White Hearse, $5.
ARCHITECTS.
.
F. W. Spencer. Room
Barnett
Building, Albuquerque, N. M. Both
'hones.

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

"OR SALE.

Wholesale Grocers

CIVIL ENGINEER.
Fine piano nearly new,
J. R. Farwell.
S. I bird street
"
Room 23 N. T. Armijo building.
i'Oll SALE
piano.
Call 512 South Broadway.
NOTARY PUBLIC.
r OK SALE A good siun m' I von
Thos,
K. D. Maddlson.
surrey and harness. No. 523 East
Office with W. U. Childers, 117 West
Railroad avenue.
Gold avenue.
FOR SALE A fine combination
good for all purposes.
See F V DO
YOU
AND
WANT
Trottcr.
Foil SALE Furniture, iit n
discount
now until the ml of
TO MAKE MONEY?
the year, star Furniture Co., 214
West Gold avenue.
FOR
SALE Fourteen-roon- i
hmiu
If you do write the Occidental
I fa
furnished or unfurnished, electric Insurance Co. for full imrtleniar nf
"Kht, city water. 315 S. Third St. their inducements to
energetic men
Mrs. M A. Schnch
and women to sell its tu w guaranteed 9
.
'ni DEM DT m
FOR SALE oil
JCSTABLISHBD
uiviuenu policy, some of our sales3873.
looin house n0. 724 South Second men are making $200 a week. Why
street for property in California, can't you do it? perhaps you can it
you will try. We want a
write Joha Krick. 4.11 Fast
rep
street, i.o,,R Resell, California.Second reseutative in every townhustling
in New
'' M;ljority of stock in es- Mexico and Arizona. No get rich
tablished and paying retail busi- quick schemes or gift enterprises but
ness. Incorporated. Owner
a straight out aud out guaranteed A
ri-UUto leave rity. Address No. wishes
UKAIN AINU FKOYISIONS
112U, contract from start to finish. Ka8y to
naiiy citizen.
talk, easy to sell and honest in every
2 Carries the Largest and Most Exclusive Stock of Staple Groceries
rOH SALK General
inercliandlse particular.
Occidental Life Insurance Co. of 0
business m the LI I'aso and
In the Southwest.
in eastern
New
Mexico New Mexico and Ari.ona home office
Albuquerque.
Stock
..Dim
N.
M.
$20,001).
to
Fine opportunity for right party. Can exAND
WAGONS
Mrs. Bambini, at scr parlors, No.
plain sioofl reason for selling. Locality healthiest iu New Mexico. Ad- - 209 West Railroad avenue, is
A RAILROAD
AVENUK.
ALBUQUERQUE. N. M.
to give thorough scalp treatlreHs imniiries to this pa.iier.
ment,
do
hair
dressing,
corns,
l',()K
A1--- Ranc!'..
tret
crt. R. Kelle
bunions and ingrowing nails. She
and koiis having sold all their stock gives
massage
treatment
manicurand
are now offering their line stock ing.
Mrs. Bambini's own preparation
ranch for sale, it is the best Im- of complexion
cream builds up the
proved ranch in the country.
skin and lmnrovea th rnmni.ninn
DEALER IN NATIVE ANO CHICAGO LUMBER
two ro.1,1 wells, one of thein Has
has and Is guaranteed not to be Injurious!
""itnili and surface tank, it s an She also
PAINT-Cov- ers
SHERMAN-WILLIAMPrepares a balr tonic that
more, loo..s best, wears the
ideal she. p range. Postofflce, lJattl
longest, most economical; full measure.
Socorro county, N. M. Ranch twen- cures md prevents dandruff and hair
falling out; restores life to dead hair;
BUILDiNe. PAPER Always in Mock, plaster, Lime, Cement, Paint.
ty miles west of llatil.
removes moles, warts and superfluous
tilass, Sash. Doors, Etc.
Dealers
fay that.
FIRST STREET AND COAL AVE. ALBUQUERQUE, NEW IV) EX.
those
who hair. Also a face powder, a freckle
have Usui Cbninliei-b.li.'t. ....,,.! cure and pimple cure and pile cure.
., lov.il I,. All of the.je preparations
Liver Tahlels nr..
are purety
ad
them and Clin not H persuaded to vegetable compounds. Have Just adtake any
list it ute.
Get a free sam- ded a vibrator machine for treatment
ple at aiiv drat; stole, uive thorn a of scalp, face and cure of wrinkles.
rial an, on, too, will want them in It is also used for rheumatism, pains
pivl'ere-- e
to any other. They cure and massage
General Building Sapptles
"ililcs, biliousness and eonsi iiiii Kill.
4
The Citizen Print Shop Is
where you can get the most for
I'll soiuewlial (osliw. but
Both Phone
I
your
money. We print every,
loan's It, ,, ' ts gave just the results
Third and Marquettt
desli.-- l.
thing but greenbacks and postTin y act mildly and regulate
age stamps. Either phone.
.
perfectly."- - George
KiiniM-m
::ui; Walnut
A" , Alioona, Pa.
FOR SALE
I

"

Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealers

Iwi.-o- '

ALBUQUERQUE

LAS VEGAS

.i,.i

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

T
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Ai.i,-i..f,-

ivixvoj.
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L. B. PUTNEY

iWheix You Need

ijip

Flore

I

When

Heat

tlier- -

tn o in e t e

Soutn-wester-

r

lrops awav

can't keep the house
warm with the other
stoves or furnace, it need
not worry you one hit it" there's a
1'et lection Oil Heater in the house.
Let the weather conditions he what
they will, there need not he one cold
room or hallway it" vnu
n

r

Perl.

tU-

d

Itght-g'vin-

H

7J-- J

.1

.

i

j

RIO GRANDE LUMBER CO.

-

1

SCREEN DOORS

--

I
B

n

MEN AND WOMEN.
I m Bur U fur unu.tural
di.i tiartf..iuflitiiiiiiiiti.,
irrilatiuu. ur uli ui lil.uua
uf ruucuui nj.uibi.u...
P.iuie... auil but atir.u.
tut ur Dui.tiuuui.
Mold hf UraggLla,

"

CONTINENTAL, Oil. COMPANY.
nay

lit

wnpir,
prep.iij.

u plmn

ipr.
tir

a huttli--
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Circular mLl va tiUMt.

!

0000K00000
J. BALDRIDGE

i I

III

s

and m
striHted.
i I... ..... . i
null ) tKir
"
household use. Cnexcelied m
power; absolutely sate; an ornament tounv room"
Made of brass throughout awl nickel-)- , l.,ied
very
lamp warranted. U not ut your .lealerV
write to
our nearest agency.

FREIGHT

C.

with Smokeless Device)

Jfeyo Lamp u

mmmm

n

we-pare- d

Oil HeateF
(Equipped

Tlie

A

FARM

tlown and von iitst

And, Lest of all, it is clean, ...lories,, liKht, easily
and operated as es,ly Us a lamp. lvquippAl will, carried alout '
irw cannot be turned too high
urvice.
or too low. Will quickly heat a cold room or hallJl
J
way, and will keep it warm and co.v. Two linUlu-nickel and japan. Every beater vs.irr inttd.
If not at jour dealer's, write to our nearest uycncv
for descriptive circular.

rTtr

--

PERFECTION

jj"B

THE WHOLESALE GROCER
..
ry
K,

the

1

Assistant Cashier
Director'

H. F. RAYNOLDS

rrm.

uri

NEW MEXICO

OmCERB AND DIRECTORS
JOSHUA S. RAYNOLDS

ATTORNEY

A

Solicit.

I

SUCCESSOR TO L. T. DELANEY

REAL

and

OrriCERS AND DIRECTORS
Solomon Luna, Present: W. S. Strlckler, V. P.
Johnson, . est. Cashier; Wm. Mcintosh. J C.and Cashier- olW
mon .".una. A. M. Blackwell, Geo. Arnot, O. . CroiweS

A. MONTOYA

street.

n.

MONTEZUMA TRUST CO.

MONEY to LOAN

Oil RENT Several nlenwant norlv
iiirnisnpd rooms, with bath and
electric light. 519 North Second

r'OIl KENT Chouo.
N?tr .1
house, four large rooms, furnished
or unfurnished.
By owner. 1) H
Dempsie. 1112 South High street.'
A
rOU Uh.
six room
brick house, corner of Seventh
street and Tijoras avenue. Inquire
at Lomniori & Mattenccl, C24 West
Tileras avenue.
FOR RENT
Nicely furnished rooms,
-- j io
i.au per week; 25c to 50c
per ni'lit. Also rooms for light
housekeeping.
Tne
Minneapolis
House, 524 South Second street,
Albuquerque, N. M.

crosn-exam-

tiif-an- d

m

DECEMBER

On

I'

FOR PUBLICATION.

lrd

UNITED STATES CROP
YIELDS FOR SEASON.
Washington. Dec. H 'lb,. November crop report of the federal de
partment of agriculture which was issued today shows last years rccoru
breaking corn crop distanced by 17.V
000,000 bushels, in a loial yield
of
2.881,o!i,uuo
bushels
this
The hay crop is short of last years
yield by 8.0110,000 tons and t; .t ti io .i t t
tons short of the average preceding
ten years. The wheat crop is 4i'.ihhi..
bushels more than last vear; rye-i1,24,IMMI
bushels.
The piitaro
crop Increased
43,000.110
bushels.
The only decrease of importance in
this years grain clops was a loss i
90,000,000 iu oats and
.:
t.to
in
buckwheat.
The aggregate yield of
grains
all
ibis year wa 4.ti;2,o9:;,u
or 143,8.i3.0iMi
more bushels than
lust year which is aln ad of all previous years. The 1905 corn yield
Bets a higher figure than the 1'iiitcu

FOR KENT

CONSIDERING THE NEGRO
PROBLEM
Brooklyn, Dec.

PERSONAL PROPERTY LOANS.

40-4-

will do it. rour ounce
size, full strength, 25c
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Stop That

Citizen Publishing Company bushels more than last year; tue
yield per acre Is 14 bushels In ex-
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WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
Lumber, Glass, Cement and Rex Fliifkofe Rooting

!

tiiei.
M0T1 tHIJf ICAL JO .lr..l..al,U.
FOR SALE BY
iNW ft kiON.
(

Albuquerque Lumber Co.

a

u-

First and Marqaette

Albuquerque, New Mexico
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Addition
mprovememit Compasiy
l errace
30 to 60 Per Cent Discount
man

BOARD OF DIRECTORS of our company has instructed me to realize A CERTAIN SUM OF MONEY from the sale of lots, in the
POSSIBLE TIME. In accordance with these instructions I have marked upon a platin red inka greatly reduced price upon
SITE ON OUR SELECT STREET, SILVER AVENUE. These new prices will hold good only until this sum is obtained;

THE

when without notice, the former prices will be restored. Here is the best opportunity for investment ever offered in this city as the rapid advancement of
lots on this street is an absolute certainty. The lots were reasonable at the former prices, but at these prices they are great snaps. The improvements on
the addition, and especially on Silver Avenue, will go steadily on.

Rflore Than SOO Large

Shade Trees Will Be Set Out

on Silver Avenue and in the water plant park in the coming month of March, and with a thorough knowledge of the requirements and an abundance ot
water, 95 per cent of them will grow from the start, and any that die will be replaced as it is the intention of the company to keep a man constantly employed on Silver Avenue and the park property.

THE. WATER OTOTEM 13 PERFECT
h
main to the property line, and the power for pumping is paid for eight years in advance.
lateral running from the
Every site has a two-inc- h
The building and all other restrictions as now incorporated in our printed deeds, will remain, but no one has to build until they get ready.
The location, together with these restrictions, will make any vacant sites there may be on this street very valuable in the next few years, as the
supply is extremely limited, and no matter how much the city may grow and how many new additions may be platted, nothing to quite equal Silver Avenue will ever be offered again in the city of Albuquerque.
five-inc-

Building and Loan stock pays eight per cent, or at least it has paid
pay more. Savings Banks four per cent and Real Estate Loans eight per
will net you more than forty dollars a year. I have never sold a piece of
best thing I have ever offered. Come quick now, and if you have not all

F STAMML

Ag' emit

CD

sidered dangerously ill until aliout tw
weeks ago. when he gradually grew!
worse until the end came. The de- ceased was aged about. 75 years and a'
native of Ireland. He leaves no immediate relatives in Arizona, but is
known to have two Flsters living in!
New York City. He was elected as a
delegate from Arizona to the national
democratic convention, (held In St.
APACHE INDIAN IS
in VJ04, and was elected a mem"
FOUND GUILTY. Louis
ltgilatlve asthe twenty-thirher
of
The case of Justin Head, the sembly from Mohave county, being th
Apache India.i c.iarged with murder, oldest menilier of that body and serv
who killed five members of his tribe ing his constituency so well and credin the Verde valley, waa tried In the itably that he was circled this year
The easel as a member of the council, only to
district court at I'rescott.
went to the Jury about 5 p. m., Thurs be prevented by death from rendering
day. A few minutes before 7 o clock further service to his people in a legthe Jury came into court with a ver- islative way. The vacancy In the
dict of guilty of murder in the sec council caused by his demise will be
ond degree. Head was maintained filled by a special eltctkm to be held
an air of stoical indifference from first in Mohave county before the legislato last.
ture convenes.

Territorial

ly nearly completion and a large number of buildings and pavillions will
bo in readiness for the Installation
of exhibits by March 1st, nearly two

THE JAMESTOWN

about this in the past. It may or it may not pay this in the future; it certainly won't
cent. You certainly know that a five hundred dollar investment on Silver Avenue
property in this city that did not net much more than eight per cent, and this is the
the money at present you can buy on partial payments.

Topics
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months before the date appointed for
the formal opening or the exposition.
The manufacturers and liberal arts
ONE NIGHT ONLY
building, one of the largest of the
group Is under roof. This structure
is brick veneer with white staff (marble effect) trimmings, and is one of
A Sumptuous Production of
the most stately and imposing buildIts sister
ings on the grounds.
building, machinery and transportaHOLY
tion. Is about ready to be roofed, and
In stylo and finish will be similar to
and
auditorium
the manufacturers
With
Every Indication Now Points administration building. In this
convention
structure Is an immense
to the Most Remarkable
hall with seating capacity of 3,000
persons. It is one of the handsomest
as
in the Country.
and most artistic buildings ever conlostructed for an exposition, and its
cation commands a magnificent view
Macv cities will make exhibits at of
REPORTS ON ARIZONA
Hampton Roads. It is surmounted ARIZONA'S GIFT IS
Direction of
PRONOUNCED LEGAL.
the Jamestown exposition to be held! by an Immense dome bearing a
NATIONAL BANKS.
& FLESH ER.
LeCOMTE
That the donation of l,5bo made
on thp shores
of Hampton Hoads, close resemblance to the one that
An abstract of the reports made to
,
the
to
legislature
at
congress,
A
of
by
territorial
pure,
illustrative
instructive,
library
the
to No- ornaments the
the comptroller of the currency shows
near Norfolk, Va., April
society, which had the following condition of the national
Historical
our
story
D. C.
Saviour.
day
of
Arizona
the
of
Washington,
no,
will
1907.
vera Iter
These displays
me its headquarters in Tnscon, was legal, banks of Arizona at the close of busiand
mines
work
of
The
frame
j
muni-he made under the ausipces of
SUPERBLY MOUNTED
appliances, fond pro has been established by the supreme ness November 12:
lxmns and discipal government and commercial tallurgy, marineseveral other smaller court,
CORRECTLY COSTUMED
which Issued a peremptory writ counts,
ducts,
and
States
United
$3,055,401;
independent
organisation
of
the buildings is well under way and un- to the territorial auditor commanding
circulation,
$581,50":
secure
to
bonds
Strong Supporting Company,
static's participation, and will serve
ordinary conditions will be coin him to pay to the society $1,5011, says United States bonds to secure United
to exploit their respective advantages der
This sum was States deposits, $250,250; twnds, seOf th the Tucson Citizen.
days.
sixty
pleted
within
PRICES THIS ENGAGEMENT
together Willi the products of manusociety
Btate buildings, those of Rhode In given by the legislature to the
curities, etc., $557, 5S2; due from na50c 75c $1.00
valufacturers in and about, the
collecting
of
work
to
the
Jersey.
in
aid
New
Maryland.
Virginia,
agents,
tional banks, not reserve
making the exhibit. These land,
pioearly
regarding
the
able
com
datta
be
will
Ohio,
and
due from state banks and
Seats Now on Sale. Theater Parties
cltiea have engaged space in the Pennsylvania
ter $4'.)0,273;
The Inside neers and the early history of lie
by January 1st.
hankers, etc., $293,482; due from ap
money
Forming.
Manufacturers and liberal arts build- pleted
payment
the
of
ritory.
The
nmre
for
proved reserve agents, $1,254,079;
ing, white some will erect separate Inn with accommodations
had been held up by the territorial
;
compersons
will
be
also
2r,inn
in
bank,
than
reserve
money
lawful
Washington,
building's
Haltlmore,
auditor iu tlie ground that the gift
capital stock paid In, $755,.r.uu;
Milwaukee, Hartford. pleted by that date.
Philadelphia.
was not legally made.
exhibits
buildings
already
for
The
surplus fund. $3H2,imiu; due to other
Syracuse. lUclunond. and several othinclude the arts and crafts, mothers WILD CATS NEAR
national hanks, $f1.215; due to slate
ers of qiial importance.
hanks and bankers, $48,105; due to
GRANDE
The advantages of participating in and childrens, and hospital.
ORO
OF
TOWN
Work of construction on the gov
I ho exposition
new trust companies and savings banks,
Orogrande.
the
Reports
has found favor among
from
buildings ami pleasure piers mining camp of Otero count y, are to $37,751!;
due to approved reserve
ho manufacturers
of Massachusetts, ernment
lie vigorously
individual deposits.
$13,170;
agents,
been
have
who will make I lie largest shoo ex- has begun and will
wild
cats
thct
the effect
A large
pushed
completion.
to
early
111,087;
United
States deposits.
$ti,
vicinity.
In
that
exhistock
killing
ever
hibit
live
shown at any
in
of workmen are engaged
One Night Only
fell last week, a party $154,184; percentage of legal reserve
snow
bition. The council of Boston
the
When
lias coins
beautimacadamizing
numerous
18.43.
the
deposits,
to
to
out
sportsmen
went
appropriated $5n,i0o t: exploit the;
of Orograude
ful streets and bnlevards, and expert look for the animals. They found
re-- ,
city'n advantages and industrial
out
laying
landscape
are
decorators
tracks without numbers but after 'A TRAMP'S VENGENCE
sources. Concerted action lias been
floral searching
INSTEAD OF GRATITUDE
high
and low ihiy were
taken to show a collective display of: innumerable designs for the
The Phoenix Gazette ins the followto return :iome with empty
forced
advantages ami induce-- j decoration.
sthe. Hub".
The exhibits will embrace every g7me bags. They found a nest of big ing: Pecause she had no food in the
tnentrt to capital, together with a cum-- j
of industrial development diir-- j rattlesnakes,
howevt r, and killed, house wi'h which to appease the ImaprehenMve exhibit of its
eried! phase
arranged them. One rattler bail sixteen rattles. ger of an unknown man who stopped
itig three hundred years,
manufactured products.
in People's valley
so that visitors can oh-- '
The party was com:osed of Krn-- k at hi r ranch home
The commercial crganizai ions of and classified
I, land demanded food, Mrs. T. Weisling
tue
A Yankee Doodle Commly In 4
a
history
correct
Cocked
and
once
at
Rubey,
K.
C.
T.
tain
Dawso.i,
capital
Washington, the
city, will
Big Laughing Aetm
f
R. had hi r house ami its contents
any
W.
specific
branch
of
II.
W.
development
Jackson.
Maker.
make two displays. One devoted to'
by fire.
visiting
Id. and .1. C. HoJ!avti(
several
Newt
without
industry
Itiown
commercial development and the it li
It appears that, 'bout !t o'clock in
Than a
as has been the case in
nai i.
er a municipal exhibit comprising buildings
!lhe morning a stranger entered the
exhibitions.
nilnalure reproductions of the several
Weisling bouse, which was occupied
for children
An entertainment
While the .laim stown exposition Is MANY CONVICTS IN
departments, white house, capitol.
by Mrs. Weisling and her two small
greatest
historiPENITENTIARY.
ARIZONA
the
from (i to tin.
commemorate
lo
library of congress, and als plans of
Sin'
for
breakfast.
There are 2D5 convicts in tin Arl- children, and asked
the founding of
CN n i
the model parking system now being cal event of all ages,
morning
zona teritorial penitentiary at pres- informed him mat mehad
perfected to make the city t lit most the first Knulish speaking settlement
eatable-no
she
over
and
tint
was
a plot mounted wli.li special
any
With
in
number
in
Va.,
exceeds
which
ent,
in
America, at Jamestown.
apltal in
beautiful and attractive
Sim nery.
but volunteered to prepare
l';"i, yet the indii.o rial and omnier-chi- l year since the prison has been in cooked,
lie world
that would nppea-- o
something
him
states
Millay
part
Superintendent
small
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no
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term
will
AND DANCSINGING
MUSICAL
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would wait for a little
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Milwaukee will divide
that in spite of the large number, the Ills hunger if he
ING SPECIALTIES.
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t- -l
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Tliis appeared to incense the fit rang'
From
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employ,
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have
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VICTOR
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she
c miuercial
Mirirised
later
little
orar.izjt ions intcn-s- t cure
The
has taken place in our walls is done by the prisoners, andd Had th house on tire, and after runby a Carefully Selected
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had ec.enia 5 yiars iim::yit trades are successfully carri by ning out of the building with her two
Company.
Oregon. Mi miaiia and and
Washing? in
bus been found unprofitable
on.
when
pronounced
incurable,
wits
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i:i.ii Unlace, and will ing 7 bottle ho was completely ARIZONA LEGISLATOR
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TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY
News wa fee ived ot the death of forming him of what, had happened.
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SHOWiSGROW- IKG APACE

We Have No Competition
In the Diamond Line

Tuesday, Dec. 11

fT

J

can he seen ia our show window marked out In plain figures,

15 Per Cent Less
It at wholesale. Not a yellow dia
the house. We handle only perfect white diamonds and war
raated as represented or your money refunded.

than the regular jewelers can buy
mond

j

muni-cipalH-

$5H1.-Ofil-

Elk's Theatre

I

Friday, Dec. 14th

j

King of Tramps"
Funnier

-

tor-me- r

Tl ie

s

sec-cu-

;i-

d

ROS ENFIELD

8 Th Man You Can Trust

118 Railroad Avenue

Nash Electrical Supply Go.

rOR EVERYTHING ELECTRICAL
Latest Designs in Table Lamps, Chandeliers, Shades and
Electric
Have your House Wired.
Houss-I'urnishing-

eo

s.

ALL WORK GUARANTEED

W.

Railroad Avmnua

Both Rhone

For a Most Appropriate Christmas
Present is a Box of

MFFIDA VITS

Circus

ice ly

im-a-

,

In

"The

j

-

On the Market

Luella Morey
SALOME

gJt?

GEMS

CITY

THE

THE MOSTB EAUTIFUL

inw

ALSO DEALER IN

Pipes, Smoker's Articles

HENRY
WESTERFELD
207 Railroad Ave., Albuquerque, N. M.
Cure for

Sre

Nipples.

Rico Hotel and Bar

As soon as the eliibl Is done nursing, apply Chamberlain's salve. Wie
No. 111 North Flrtt StroeL
it. off Willi a soft clolli licfore. allowDINELLI & LENCIONI, Proprietor.
ing the child to nurse. Many trained
nurses use this with the best results.
WINES, LIQUORS AND CIGARP.
Price lia cents per box for ale bv Meals
From 10 Cent Up. Lunches
all druggists.

Put lln fnr
Try a Citizen.

.Vant ad.

Rooms

Tnv.lrn

By Day, Week er Month.

THE ALBUQUERQUE
Published Dully and

CITIZFN 0(MX000X)XXXX(XK000X)000
INTERESTING PLEA FOR

Wwtlj.

g

By The Citizen Publishing Company
W.

TRICKLLR,
PrMtdent.

EARLY MAKING

How every true man and woman loves th name of
home!
How they pity those who, from force
of circum-

Business Manager.

EXPRESS CHARGES CONTROLLED
wng

a telegram

out from Kansas City,
that K. A. Wells, general

Rent

yesterday afternoon, RjiylnR
maunder cf the WW In Fatpo Express rompany, had
stated that the announcement made In the public press
to the effect that his company hud decided to advance
salaries, Is premature; hut that when he Roes east next
week for conference with the president of the company,
be will recommend that such advance be made.
If there are any monopolistic corporations lu the
world which can afford to advance the wages of its employes, they certainly are the express companies of tne
Vnlted Slates. Each one is an absolute monopoly, and
frequently their charges are but little If any short ot
highway robbery. I'niler present arrangements made
by the express companies with the railroads, by which
they pay less for carriage of merchandise than the government pays for carriage of mails, and because of the
srtnpidity of the postofflcp department in refusing to establish a parcels post, thus leaving the express companies without possible competition In the respective
sections they occupy, these express companies have been
made the most absolute and grinding monopolies of the
whole country.
The people must patronize the express companies or
do without the things they may wish to order, and they
must pay whatever the express companies see fit to
fharge, such charges being often more than the purchase price of the article shipped. The Citizen is glad
that some of the railway companies are arranging to do
their own express business, and it does not doubt that in
a few years the practice will become general; but In the
meantime, the approaching legislature of New .Mexico
should follow the example of nearly all the states, by
establishing a railway commission and by committing to
their Jurisdiction the matter of regulating express rates
in the territory.

stances must board, eeven temporarily.
Every newly married couple should set up an establishment for themselves, no matter how small It must

H

be.

Here they must become acquainted with each other;
here they may spat and kiss, without comment or advice
from outsiders, for, safe to say, there will be more (lis
agreements and misunderstandings,
more tears, nnd
heartaches, the first year than any one year after; so,
by all means, live alone the first year.
No matter how long, nor how well, the couple may
have known each other before marriage, It Is n Strang,
new path that they must travel now they must adjust
themselves to each other's pecularities; figure out fit
themselves the ever perplexing question of dollars and
cents, and, maybe, teach a turkey appetite to render a
thankful 'Amen' alter a bacon sufficiency.
To each one will sometimes come this question:
"Old I make a mistake in marrying?"
Let us hope that
love uud faith make answer:
"All is well," and that
these little differences, with their necessary explanations
will pave the way to complete understanding nnd perfect
trust, and that the second year, a loving glance, n get.
tie handclasp, or a smile, will take the place of the
tearful explanations of 1 lie past.
lk not cheat yourself out of the pleasure nnd luxury
of owning yourn own home the fact that It Is cheaper,
counts little beside the Increased happiness it brings to
the owners.
Kach new leaf, each blossom. Is nature's lavish
thanks for care received.
The
of a loving couple is the happiest
time in life, and the couple who forego, the pleasure?
of home for the
advantages of a boarding-house- ,
.
is very
No boarding-houscan be home.
It is well for children that most of boarding-houserefuse to receive them, thus forcing the parents Intr
making a home for them.
In your own home, you are a great man. In a board
This Is
the day of change as well as
Ing house a married man is a nonentity, and the singb
of progress. Our president Is known as the most
of precedent among all the occupsnats of the man a waif.
In justice to yourself, make a home.
Rut, as usual, example is contagious.
white house.
Senators Penrose and Korakcr have also thrown pre
cedent to the moles and bats. Believing that grave and 00000XXXXXXXXXXX300XXXXXXXDC
material questions are Involved in the discharge of the
ENGLAND'S WASTE OF
negro soldiers who made themselves notorious at
grave
senators,
Brownsville, Texas, these
and reverend
CHARITY ON OFFICIALS
ignoring precedent and senatorial courtesy, offered resot.
VWV
'AAAAAAAl J.
lutions asking information from the president and fr.im
Increasing pauperism is England's greatest problem
the war department, whereas hertofore the transaction
of any business by the senate before the transmission Lack of suitable employment has been supposed to be
of the president's message had been unheard of and the cause,
but some new figures published seem to inprobably not even imagined as possible.
dicate that organized charity, instead of 'relieving''
aily Optic:
Fred Fornoff Is making a splendid pauperism, has been coddling and stimulating it.
record as captain of the territorial mounted police.
There Is a suggestion of a national scandal that
There is one thing at least that appears all wrong to may make complacent John Hull suddenly sit up an'
this paper in the law regulating this body of men. and have bis left hand inquire what his right hand doelh.
that Is they are not paid sufficiently to justify them in
It appears that the charity officers of England
doing what, the territory expects of them. If we need have been enjoying a good Job. If the liberal charity of
these rangers we certainly can afford to pay them foi the English people has not Improved the condition or
the services they render. Chasing criminals and fur the paupers, it has at least greatly improved the em
nishing your food and mount at $75 per month is just dition of the charity officials.
aliout half what it is worth.
The opinion of this paper
The astounding growth In the cost of superintending
is that these men should be paid for their work if we the army of papuers is exemplified in the fact that while
need them, otherwise let's dispense with he mounter In 1SH2 there were In England and Wales l.ol2,oon paupolice.
pers, costing (luo.tiuo pounds a year for official supervision
and ti.OtMl.duo pounds to house and feed, there were last
The Pecos valley complains of a year 900,tini) who cost. IS.tMiit.iion pounds, of which 2,ihi,-(toNew Mexican:
coal famine even worse than that of central New Mex
went to pay officials.
ico. With enough coal In sight In the territory to supply
With over fon.nno fewer paupers to support, the of
any conceivable local demand for a thousand years, It fieials draw
four times as much In salaries and expanr
is an anomaly, Indeed, that there should be a shortage more than two ami a half times as much money.
of coal so early in the winter. After the government
In- twenty-fou- r
years England
gets to operating coal mines, or coal mineg are ieratel tioo pounds In maintaining paupers,has spent over ll'J.nnn..
and of this sum
under federal supervision, the chronic coal shortage may
pounds has been paid as salaries t officials.
cease, but. It will be tedious and chilly waiting until that
"Charity," it litis ben said, "covers a multitude of
day. To parody a
couplet: "Coal seams, sins." Organized charity, it may be said,
covers at
coal seams everywhere and not a pound to burn;"
enormous amount of indifference to the woes of the downtrodden.
Wall Street Summary: Taking the president's mes
The fine rumbling of the great public charity masage as a whole, the verdict, of Wall street will be that chines
shield individual ears against the cries of the
it is unexpectedly moderate on points where
needy, ami personal contact and sympathy are lost.
ousness was feared, and properly strong on the subject
Clearly. John Hull, like the rest of us, has been givof currency reform, which is or the most vital importance ing f;ir less thought to the money
he has put into charity
If the country is to preserve and increase the blessings than to
that put in any other investment.
of material prosperity which it now enjoys.
Yet the money is the least part of true charity.
s
the heart goes with It and sees that it Is applied
It's funny how a man v.ill lug a bag of golf sticks in personal sympathy, money, though
advanced in mil
over the links every afternoon in October, and then make lions, can do
little except for the charity officials.
such a fuss when his wife asks him to bring in a hixl ol
coal the next month.

have
Load of

Bakery Department

1

i

Another New One
MOCHA SLICES
MOCHA SLICES

ooooooooooooooooooooooooooooo oooooooooo

Leather . Furniture

SUNSHINE CAKES
We want you to call and see
our Bakery Goods sample what
we make. They are as good as
can be.

V

CREAM PUFFS AND ECLAIRS
EVERY DAY NOW.

Jaffa Grocery Co.
"Good Things to Eat"
MAIL 0RDE8S

Jast Look at These
A Genuine Leather Oak Frame Couch
"
"
A
Turkish Rocker
"
A
Oak Frame Rocker
A Beautiful Line of Morris Chairs -Good Solid Oak Rockers

FILLED THE SAME DAY

1HEY ARE RECEIVED.

201

No

An Ohio woman is said to have contracted diphtheria
froru eloiMng twenty years old.
Anyone who wears
clothing that old Is apt to have most anything.

professor at Terre Haute, Ind., says that the sup
air will soon give out.
Wouldn't
that take your breath away?
A

ply of oxygen in the

Another man has arisen who says
Shakespeare nor Bacon wrote the plays,
charging it up to George Ado next.

that neil her
Thev will be

If the price of cotton keeps advancing it may result
in a whiskeiiess Christmas and a correspond, lor lessen
iug of Santa Clause cremat .
io-i-

If the man who married Calve really is blind, be will
have one consolation he will nevi r have to tell her that
her hat is on straight.

The Paris press says that the French a: ist uci acy
K)iiiathizcri with lioui. Ii oimht to. He was one of it?
chief supporters for some time

breaking in
needed

N. SECOND

0. W. STRONG'S SONS

Pittsburg is

n

the professionals
for their money.

w
a oani: al of crime. aa,
seem to be giving the am. item's a run
iiiKh-rgoin-

A New York plumber has been arrc-t- i
d for stealing,
He must have been a bum plumber that bad to resort
to anything of that kind.

Count Bolil,

w

it Is said.

appears that there

It

blows in Fi ance.

s

is lo
Ho

marry a wealthy widow.
adequate protection tor

That murmuring sound in the air is Chauncey
humming "Oh, flat t may come ami Plaits may
go on forever."

MeptM

but

h

agrant sold on he Mock in K U'll.l.V 1.1 Ollul.t
He was worth that, in
ilavs "f
Kt
aetiv
as u furiosity.
A

$10.

v

the-i-it-

It is prety bard to convince a creditor that
when he leeches no answer to his dun.

golden

)

lleic

I

r

BOTH

PHONES

1

assmssaaaa
WILLIAM MclNTOSH, President

1

V'ti the

foot

sov
remedies cured all ills when comfort.
flaxseed poultices, sage, million and sasitrage teas, mus
tard footbaths and whiskey and quinine possessed magi A stylish
cal virtues, and there was consolation for bolls In tin shoe that's
belief that they were worth $0 apiece.
absolutely
Science is restless and spares l.ot eveu our dearcomfortable
est superstitions.
Conflicting emotions of satisfaction and dismay, of
pleasure and resentment, will be excited by the frank
ness of Itr. Hlrshberg, who contributes to the America;
Magazine his undisguised contempt fir what he calls
popular medical fallacies.
Dr. Hirshberg declares that the only benefit
Iron,
N: S. n,J u
poultices and teas is in the hot water they contain, ami
Vaunt Ci.'t V:.)UTt
the only good of liniments and ointments comes of he
flic: ion of rubbing iliem in.
A b iil
is not any
outlet for the M stein. h Oxfords,
tw((.,,
ays. bin niily an exaggerated pimple, caused by incur
$3
5 and $3.00
sain l noxious gel ins from wit bout upon slight abrasio.is
Hitfh Shoes,
It may be worth $". to the doctor, bin nothof the
$4.00 and $.5.50
ing to anybody else
No-- c
bleed, be issiires us. rail no llioie be st.qljietl
Let us fit you.
by pinching tin- upper lip nr dropping ice down the back
of the
than can rheumatism or oilier maladies b
SEE
warded off by
all electric belt 01 carrying a po
WILLIAM CHAPLIN
121 West Railroad Ave.
tato in the pocket.
Drinking lime aler will noi drive awav wans not Albuquerque
New Mexico
do any of the fond old charms for thai purpose have any'
efficacy u bait ver.
on ,1 wants lo stop
iv in n ine i
tops, an
he,i a wart wants to go an ay It goes, and not hing Headquarters
for Low Prices
short of a surgical operation can affect either.
on
Leather,
Paints, Varnishes,
Colds must i nn their course and stop of themselves.
Some veiy serious diseases, such as pneumonia. Brushes
Jap-a-la- c.
and
typhoid and i sumption, that used lo be drugged in al'
408 W. Railroad Awnue
manner of ways, are now let alone by the best practitioners alt. i Hie patient has been made clean and comfortable, ami a far greater percentage than formerly Highland Rooming House
make recoveries.
MRS. M. E. HEINDL Pron.
These are only a few of many c .rieet ions of popular medical fallacbs made by Dr. Hirshberg. many of JUST
ACROSS
THE RAILROAD
TRACKS ON EAST R. R. AVE.
which fallacies, lie sa.is. ale shared by irresponsible physicians.
New Building, New Furniture. Steam
It is saddening to
ihe dear old delusions go and
Heat and Everything Connected
111.'
grandmother taken don from her pedes
With the Place Brand New.
till lis an unirlf
ROOMS BY DA V, WEEK OR MONTH
Till' wonder j, v
r hvt-aii.l yivw up.
Hill u lull (lie ki miii'l i left :o ponder ovrr in this:
NO SHORTAGE
CAS COKE,
OF
SilK'l' iiii'iIIchI Scil'IH ' h;is iiliiilinlii'il n,i iiiMiiv lOlilodic
CLEAN. SATISFACTORY, EC0N0M-CAL- ,
in hi' lux :'." or .'.11 i';us, how many iiioiv
of I lie pi t's
EXCELLENT
FOR
OPEN
icini'iliift ol plixsiciiins
liciiihi'lvi's, will Hi." iu'X CRATES, $6.00 PER TON.
W. H.
I111II ci'iiliiiy, I'xposf as
utterly wort hk-sHAHN
CO.

eOLOMONJXlS'A,

v.-

T. C. NEAD, Treasurer and Manager
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TO

in Aibuquerque
See Ours

MclNTOSH HARDWARE CO.
C. H.

CARNES, 0. D.

We Keep It Up

Scientific Optician

We keep the quality of our brrad
up to the highest. This is possible
h7usinl

111

4

AND

BOUGHT. SOLO
EXCHANGED

Aisoclation Offlea
Transactions

Cuaranttto

IROSENFIEID'S.

I

IB W. R. R. Ave.

R. MATTEUCCI
Boot and shoemaker. Custom work

not only in mixing; and baking:, but t0 order. Repairing a specialty. Prices
'also in taking care of and selling re"0nab,e: wtisuction guaranteed,
'
103 North First Street
the bread. H you want the best
you'll have to use Balling's Bread.
PIONEER BAKERY

PIONEER BAKERY,

m--

''t

R.R.

The Best Labor,
The Best Methods.

i

mm

Thos. F. Keleher

TICKETS

Ihe nest Hour,

i

s

j

For the
3 est Line of

The flexible sole Red Cros:
Shoe is comfortable f'ron;
the start.
The burning and a chin p
8 caused by stiff soles and the
THE FAMILY GROWING
FR0A USE OF MEDICINES $ evils of thin soles are prevented by the Red Cross. I(
XXHXXXX)O(XXXXXXXXXXXXX)0XXKl
enables a woman to be on he
Gone forever, alas, are the good old days when feet for
hours at a time with
grandmother's
rign

j

$21,60 to $50.00
25.00 to 45.00
9.00 to 25 00
7.00 to 25.00
3.00 to 7.00

Even if you are from Missouri just call at our store and we will
be glad to show you.

ultro-stren-

Having distanced the western city in the matter '
dirt aud divorce, Pittsburg only has t develop a jungle
to make Chicago look like a cheap imitation.

'

Clothing, Furnishings

well-know-

President Roosevelt's views on race suicide are
in one who is the hea of a party which has
advocated the protection of Infant Industries.

o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

At a Price That Will Surprise You

1

story from New York says that Nat Goodwin recently won $C2.(MMt on one cut of the cards. The press
agent does not state, however, whether it was in real or
stage money.

No

o
o
o SHOES

We have handled Ferndell
brand of goods for the last ten
years and this year the quality
is better than ever.
Owing to special freight rates
on car loads, and purchasing
goods in large quanities we are
in a position to quote you the
very lowest prices on anything
in our line, in case lots.
Everything we sH is guaranteed to give satisfaction
or
money refunded.

disre-gardf-

A

,:

f

CAR

BOTTLE
BOTTLED
BOTTLED

s

I'n-les-

& 1906.

,

short-sighted-

t

DECEMBER

2

home-makin-

t.t-tJlKJtJV--

8ATURDAY

THE JAFFA oo CHILDREN'S
o
SUITS and OVERCOATS
o
Grocery Comp'y. o
o
o
o
o
to
Things
Eat'
"Good
o
o
o Sailor and
just received a
Wa
o
Overcoats
our famous
o Russian Suits
o with large Sailor Collars, are being
worn so largely as to be almost the pre
3 to 10 Years
Ferndell oo vailing
styles for boys of 'i to 10 years
o old. Trice
Canned Fruits
$3.50 to $8.00
o
to
&4.00
$8.00
o
andjVegetables o
o
PRESERVES
o Boys' Caps and Hals, a Number Just Received.
PICKLES
OLIVES, etc.
o
BOYS SHOES, All Styles

OF A IIOAIE g
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W. T. McCRCIGHT,
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MOT

EYES TESTED FREE
CORRECT FIT GUARANTEED
114 Railroad Ave., Albuquerque, N.

M.

COAL
BEST CLARKVILLE LUMP
PER TON
$6.50
BEST AMERICAN
BLOCK
PER TON
J6.50

WOOD

SIMON

BALLING, Proprietor
(Successor to Balling Bros )

SOUTH FIRST

SAM

WEDDING

KEE

Chinese, Japanese, Indian and
Mexican

CURIOS
215

i.

Second Street.

MERCHANT

Albuqutrqur,

CAKES

A

SPECIALTY.

We desire patronage and we guar-

antee first class baking.
South First Street. Albuquerque.

207

THE

ELITE

ROOMING

N. M.

NEAR

TAILORING

UPSTAIRS,

OVER NO. 209 WEST,
RAILROAD
AVENUE, O. BAMBINI, PROPRIETOR.

P0ST0FFICC

AND

HOUSE

DPOT

No. 118 West Silver Avenue.
'). E. GALLOWAY. Manager.

MUSIC LESSONS.
Prof. N. IMMatuo, th
violinist.
My merchant tailoring shop U
Kives lessons on tho violin and man1'09
over
No.
stairs
West RailroaJ avo-ou- dolin. Guaranteed to be the best
where I solicit the patronage of teacher in Albminerque. Anyone
BIG LOAD OF MILL WOOD
public.
the
All work guaranteed
FOR
$2.25 AND $2.75
lessons address geueral delivas I have had tifteeu years'
ery, city.
periecce in the business. Suits made
to order, clothes cleaned, pressed una ALBUQUERQUE NOVELTY WORKS
repaired. The specific I use will not
is the place to get
injure the cloth. Ladies' garments
502 SOUTH FIRST STREET.
BICYCLES FOR CHRISTMAS.
also cleaned and walking skirts made
Agents for the I'oliitnliia. Hamller,
to order. Give me a trial.
ROUGH DRY.
Wo do it right
lfNclanil, Tribune and descent
O. BAMBINI.
Co.
Bicycles.
No. L''ii North IliiUi
DiVMsiuukiiiK.
Ask for JAFFA'S KRACK KREAM
F. S. HOPriNG.
si ret I. Old Icli'plR'ue, l)la:k 11011.
BREAD and take no other.
Z21 SoutU Second
first-clas-

John

S.

Beaven

SATURDAY, DECEMBER

ALBUQUERQUE

8, 1906.

PADILLA GIVES GOVERNMENT TO JOHNSON LIVES?
TESTIMONY

Willi

DIP NEW MEX

IN

BULLET IN I

I

ICQ'S SHEEP

HOSPITAL

IIIS

Lying on
Klievln

i

.losib'R
morning

truth.

ImoiI
of snow-whitsi
a sunny Foulh room "f St.
hospital, .lot? TailiHu this
look an oath to It'll thf

Thin was the bescirnlrn; of the preliminary 'hearing upon which will
whether or not John Helknap
and Virgil Harri will be held Mr
trial, Ike firm on the charge of Ik'Iiik
an accomplice to the shooting of .lose
F'ailllla e- -d the )attr for the actual
Hhootlng.
Judge AMott EilmlnlHlered
the
the oath. In the r.Hm beside Dnli-socourt were the accused, K. V.
their attorney; iS.ienff O irlos
IVpiity
county.
Haca of VaUncia
Sheriff Frd Heyn. District Attorney
Clancy and a representative of The
Kvcsing Citizen.
let a fl'i'M of
A largo bay window
Minsliine into I he nrni. 1'ndiHa lay
on a. bed lengthwise east a.id west.
The c.ort Belted itself en the south
side, while the attorney's and the
rest of the assemblage were grouped
on the other.
The examination adduced very litwhat Padilla
tle more information
tie Information from Padailla alxuit
the ease In addition to what The Citizen hal yesterday. The shooting took
place alout 2 o'clock o' the afternoon of October 24th. Padilla had
been In Albuquerque 02 court business. On returning home he learned
that his saloon in the woods two
miles below Ketner had been blown
up. Ho called Ibis saloon his home.
He arrived at Ketn. r shortly after
Mounnoon.
As he left the Zunl
tain rsilway train and left his valise
llorubln-Meflaffeat the store of the
company, he was assailed by P.elknap
if you
with these words "You
say about ine. what you said alioui
Hob Ha ron, I'll kill you."
What Padilla hid said about Hare-welicited later. It was to the effect that Ha ron had had improper re
hit ion with a woman by the name of
"Heatrleo," who had been livinu at
l'adill.a's saloon. The testimony is of
such a personal nature that It would
Padilla said
not look well in prl-- t.
that Helknap tried to get a light out
of him ct that time and that lr
I (Helknap! held his hand In his pocket
as though he lun: a gun in his hand.
'
Attorney Dobson then brought out
the fact that Padilla himself carried
a pistol and that his commission as
a deputy sheriff of Valencia cniinty
I121I recently been revoked.
Padilla told 'how he had bet shot.
He was about a mile from Ketner
half way between the town and his
sauion, when he was shot in the leg.
"1 Jieird the rtport .and
tried to
jump," he said," but my U'g was not
there. I got up and fell down igaiii,
when a second shot was fired. I saw
the man standing in the limbs of a
free (Cie meant thai the man stood
rin the top of a pine tree which had
been cut down) just as he tiled the
second Hliot. I ilraggi d myself about
lifty feet, between some rocks. Pretty
soon old man Eld ridge, came along. I
told him to help me I wjs shot. He
said 'No. I'm nfraid of yon.' I hail a
six shooter iying beside my hi ad. II
says I'il gel some one 10 help you.
Pretty soon, the wile of Salvador
Chaves came along ami helped me
back t ) heailrpjarti rs."
To a question of t'Je district
as to whether he recognized
Padilla said
ho man In the brn-Hint he did. "I thought it was fatty
him," and the saloon keeper point id
Harris never moved a
to Harris.
muscle. Padilla cou.ii not say with
certainly whether the man had en a
while hat or a black one. He saw
the man from the waist up and
thought that he wore black.
The counsel then brought out evidence regarding ron'.ile that had occurred at Pudilla'8 saloon. On one
occasion the saloon keeptr struck
one Phil (.rants, a foreman at the
camp, over the head with a pistol.
This wiw at night and after Padilla
found out who the man was, he took
him into the saloon mid pul him to
bed on Uie dice table.
Padtllu also admitted thai a man
by the name of Dave Hishop had been
beaten up by him.
Padilla said that -- t times Helknap
had treated him nice and on hut thru,
The
occasions had "jumped" him.
first time was regarding trouble Padilla had with a timekeeper and ihe
second lime was when H'lkiiii' had
returned home one day and found
tha; Padilla had moved his saloon
contrary to Ihe wishes of Helknnp.
The third time was tile last.
to
The court the a ljourn-the
court house.
Adjourned Session.
Ten witness), is awaited tne comt at
Slhpociiae
li:!il
tin' (Olllt house.
Carl
been issu' d for tluee others,
HoHeerans. .lack Hvers and Kobert
Itarou. who could not U' found. Kose-rans, who had been a scaler for the
American Lumber company at Thor-i'ju- ,
lefl the employ of ih(- - company
about the lir.--t of t;ie month and left
Ijrun, Wiiu is a ramp
for the t
foreman for ihe company, according
10 a witness, had not been sec.i in
Kelmr since last Saturday. Jack
ll.wis coudui is a saloon mar Koiner.
His wife told Ihe sheriff that Hyers
the
bad accompanied Helknap ami
other witnesses 10 Albuquerque, lie!
knap says that he didn'i see Hyers.
Antonio llardunio. tn air man for
t'ni' Ztini Mountain railway at Thor-an. was the first witness, rlnrle-Cox- .
head carpenter for i'iie company,
At 12: :w
o'clock
was Hi)' second.
Cox had finished his testimony, and
th)' coursi adjourned till 2 o'clock.
y. t
Wll lie
to he
If the oth
lieard are , iniii; III giving their
it is
riil
testimony as 1!
concluded !l
if the healing
(t

as

11
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)
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NO SHORTS RENATIVE BRAN
MOVED. GOOD FEED AT A LOW
PRICE. E. W. FEE, 602 604 SOUTH

FIRST STREET.

Our ROUGH DRY work don'' have
to
washed over. Imperial Lauu- -

Next season the federal government will have charge of sheep dipping in New Mexico. This was practically determined at the meeting of
the territorial sheep sanitary lioard
yesterday In the office of Harry Le,
the secretary, where It was thoroughly discussed In every feature.
The
board member concurred in the opin
ion that the outlook for the coming
year Is auspicious.
President Solo
mon Luna of the board presided at
the meeting. Among the well known
sheep men In attendance are Harry
W. Kelly of Las Vegas; W. S. Prag-er- .
of Koswell, and Charles Schleter,
Clayton, members of the board. Dr.
Imes, inspector for New Mexico and
Arizona, was in consultation with the
board on important matters relating
to the Inspection.
After the metting Mr. Lee stated
that while no definite promise had
been made It was practically certain
thai ihe government would hereafur
supervise the dipping of sheep in New
Mexico. "Inspectors will be detailed
to look afHr the dipping." he said.
When Dr. Melvin. chief of the bureau of animal Industry was In Albuquerque a short time ago he promised
to use his inHuence to get inspectors
for the work," Mr. Lee continued.
"These, might have been supplied
iefore only ihe passage of the meat
inspection law thinned the ranks of
the inspectors until there were no more
available for the work. It Is thought
that sufficient inspectors can now be
secured to do the work. The duty of
seeing that all ine sneep are nrougni
to the dipping places will devolve upAbout 12T men will
on the territory.
Of this number, 75
be required.
will be supplied by the government
and fifty by tfcp sanitary hoard. The
salaries of the inspectors range from
r month.
JiTi to $1110
sanitary
"Th" territorial sip-ohoard ha lril between twenty-fivand thirty men in the field rounding
up the shiep and dipping while there
;
are fifteen or twenty engaged as
l.isteetors. Increasing this force
to 12n men will greatly facilitate the
work.
According to the reports of will
known sheep men, the s'leep are
more free from scabies ibis
The severe
voar than ever before.
weather has occasioned little damage
to them but it entailed considerable
losses to the goat flocks.
Prices have hem generally about
the same as last year but the movement has not been quite so heavy.
e

ship-pirn-

gen-erall-

Where

I

Worship

I

Tomorrow
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Blankets, Comforters

IRe!i globus

News

?

N

(Continued From Page One,)

Witness Tries to Implicate Force Will Be Increased to
125 Men Who Will FaciliHarris and Belknap In Plot
tate the Work.
to Murder Him.

EVENING

and Pil ows

?

HAVING, BOUGHT
A
OUT
STOCK OF BLANKETS BEFORE
THE
ADVANCE
IN
PRICE9, WE ARE THERE-FORABLE TO OFFER BETTER VALUES, THAN YOU

Services at St. John's Episcopal Church In Our City and in Our Day."
Church Sunday school, 10 a. m.;
Solo Mrs. Howard Clark.
morning service, 11 n. in; evening, Y. P. S. C. K. at 6:30 p. 111.
service, 7:.Id p. m.
Kvenlng service at 7:30. Sermon by
'
tie pastor on the topic "Heechlng
Christian
Science services at li;love."
Highland Methodist Church 318
o'clock Sunday morning at the Wo-man's club rooms, Commercial club South Amu street.
Mat-t- .
Morning "Three Important
building, corner of Fourth street and
rs.
Gold avenue.
Night "Floating."
O
O. H. HOLL1DA V, pastor.
corChristian Church Northeast
nor of Gold avenue and It road way.
Krnest K. Crawford, minister. Sunday-SchooUNIVERSITY NOTES
at 10 a. ni. Morning anil evening worship at 11 a. m.. and 7:30

j

E

WILL
FIND
ANYWHERE
ELSE IN THE CITY.

Hlood trickled
he was
He
from the wound In his temple.
put In a seat by the passengers, who
thought he was not badly hurt, only
suffering from delirium tremens. Examination at. the hospital disclosed,
however, that the bullet had entered
his brain.
Assistant Marshal Kennedy and two
surgeons took Jhnson to the hspltal In
the ambulance.
Veterans Recall instances.
In
Much comment was indulged
about town this morning regarding P. m.
Dr. Tight left Thursday evening for
a
the attempted suicide, and numbers of
Fist Presbyterian
Church Corner New York, to attend the sessions of
within
persons recalled
Instances
Fifth street and Silver avenue. the Geological Society of America.
their knowledge of where Individuals of
yaalor.
His departure, was hnslened by the
have lived with bullets In their brain. Rev. Hugh A. 11Cooper,
a. m and 7:30 p. m. news of his mother's serious illness.
Services at
Rev. Wjlder, of Illinois, who is visitMorning
"Kchoeg
subject,
From
the
ing his son. Dr. M. K. Wylder. and Dr.
MIssor Pol) and Ousters, former
Presbyterian
of
the
surgeon, Convention
J. N. Warner, velerinaray
visited
students.
the university
both of whom fought in the war of the Brotherhood."
Kvenlng subject "The Apostolic classes yesterday. Miss Pole expects
rebellion, grew reminiscent in Ruppe's
to do some work In the science dedrug store, where they told how, with- Method and Message."
partment next semester.
Sunday school at 9:4." a. 111.
in their recollection, soldiers shot In
Young People's meeting at t:45.
the brain on the field of battle had
Work is In progress remodelling
Strangers welcome.
survived their wounds.
th) president's office.
The carpenRev. Wylder discussed the case of
ters will be busy next wok putting in
Henry Horing. company D, Thirty-seconSt. Paul's Lutheran
Church Cor a partition and windows for the offIllinois Infantry, who was ner of Sixth strtet and Silver ave-- icers of the faculty.
struck in the forehead with a musket nue. Rev. Krnest Moser. pastor. Sun-jdaO
ball. "The missile entered at the top
The freshmen were entertained last
school at H:3o a. in.; German
of the forehead and ranged backward, service and sermon at 11 a. m. Dur- night by their class adviser,
Prof.
lodging under ihe scalp in the back of ing the morning service the sew altar Asplund.
eighteen
The
class
has
his head, making 11:1 ugly wound, de- lend Uiptismai font wil he dedicatid members W. It. Allen. Kdith Wal
clared Mr. Wylder.
to the service of God. English ser- ker. Rstclla I.nlhy. Jean Hubbs, J.i
He
"I personally knew the man.
vice
and sermon 3t 7:30 p. 111. Yon Mordy, Jessie Mordy, Vera Nash, Pert
returned from the war and lived at are most cordially Invited to attend Skinner, Clarence
Rogers, Frank
111.,
until
bis home at Greenville,
Light. .1. Saiilsberry. C. K. Hoald, Gil- ine
services.
I
1878, when I heard from him last.
bert Rronson. Wllilani Wroth, Lloyd
O
suppose he is living yet ; I have heard
Church-- Re. Sturgess, R. A. Baldwin, Frank Pcavy
First
Episcopal
Methodist
nothing of his death.
D.D., pastor. The nnd Grovcr Emmons.
J. C.
"Another case not exactly In point, church Is Roilins.
on
the corner of
located
it
will
goes
to show what
but still It
The university oratorical contest.
avenue and South Thirtd street.
lake to kill a man sometimes, oc- Lead
held for the purpose of selecting a
Sunday
school
at
9:45.
meets
The
.
Cntiln-villecurred In a little town near
representative ill me ;sow .Mexico in- A
rangers
welcomed
cordially
III. It is called Nilwood. 1 be- !J
Morn- - lorscholastic contest at Las Vegas,
prompt
is
lesirible
attendance
lieve.
ix'cciiiikt zx, will take place at ine
"The city marshal. Albert Gates, Ing worship at 11 a. 111. Communion
nouse iioxi
iiiur.Mi,.,
bv
'"
foll.iw
a
address
will
service
short
dospciado
named
went to arrest a
evening."l'iaAn unusual interest has
pastor.
the
was
a
Dave l.yle, who
armed with
been aroused in oratory this year and
K')) worth league nuet
at il:30.
huge carving knife, with which he
there are numerous aspirants for the
pastor
at
Kvenlng
7:30.
The
service
officer
a
threatenin
approached the
honor. The following students will
When he advanced, will preach, theme "A Hag With participate: Isabel Nlven, Vera Nash.
ing manner.
S
eeia.1
serat
both
music
Hobs."
him
a
revolwr and shot
Gati's drew
Allen. .1. R. Taseher. Allen KelThe public Is invited
and Tlllle
through tin- breast. The bullet didn't vices.
ler. Frank I'eavy. Grovcr Emmons, O.
strangers
to
nil
services.
imited
was
man.
who
almost
even stop lie
W.
Heabl. Kirk" Hryan, Elwood Alupon Gales when he fired again.
bright and Hugh Hryan. A small adoadway
Hi
l.yle
First
Baptist
Church
struck
the
bullet
This time
mission fee will be charged to cover
squarely in he forehead and went fnd Load avenue.
expenses of the contestant in the
111.
A.
J.
It
at
so
school
not
Sundiv
did
through
head.
!:50
his
clear
Vegas meeting.
Hammond,
superintendent.
had
him.
and
Gales
much as slagger
killed,
a nanow escape from licing
Public worship at 11 a. 111., anil 7:30
Iast Wednesday the college sopho-l.yle lived forty-fivniliriies after he p. m., with sermons by Rev. Goo. H. mores defeated the senior proparlory
:
was shot thj lust lime. It was
Ariz.
Rrewer of Phoenix.
'team In an exciting game of basket-- ,
. (.1!
as ivmai . sable '
In the morning the choir will sing ball at the Casino score, 3.1 to 27.
r rccrod the case "Hark. Hark My
Dr. J. X. V.i,-nSoul." by Harry Yesterday
afternoon a university
who commanded a Rowe Shi Hoy.
of Major Kld":i!f-e- ,
team consisting of William Wroth,
-eginunt of o'.i:liti 1 troops In the
Soloists, Mrs. Hale, Miss Hal)', Mrs. Herbert. O.alles, Gillette Cornish, Wal- !
fie. war, slvt in the
e'vll win.
Holmboe.
tor Galles anil John Emmons, defeated
wiili a "11 innle" ail
"It en- Male Quartet
'.Selected the Albuquerque high school by a
tered hi? Muio just .:b( ve the nose," Messrs. McNeill, Palmer, Cadby and score of 27 to 21. The 'varsity girls
I
;he surgeons
siil Dr. "Vnrner. a:' Tin;
Oolllster.
played the Indian school team last
man lived.
never removed. It.
night score, 28 to 15. Frnm now on
.
He was for tnliny war superintenIlrriad-.1Congregational Church On
Interest In basketball will be Intense
dent of the old Kansas City South- way, east end of viaduct. Rev
W. until the games with the A. & M. col
western, railroad.
lege are nlavcil.
Next Friday and
Harron, pastor.
"A peculiar clrcuni.itaiici' in connecSaturday the girls' team will play the
Sunday school at H:4.'i.
tion with he healing of the wound is
university and the high
Morning service at II o'click.
Normal
that it left a Jagged hole in his forel as Vegas.
Topic of sermon, "The Duly of Our school
head, which he will carry as long as
ho livts. The place, it seems, healed
on 1he inside, but the skin never
covered the hole on the outside of the
skull. Major lildridge was alive un-- ;
til lS7t. to my personal knowledge.
I do not
know whe'her he is alive yet
BARNETT BUILDING
or not."
The Record Cae.
.
The record case belongs in
A
premature blast In a stone,
quarry biew a steel drill through the
Nothing is more acceptable to the housewife ihan a choice piece of
It en- head of one of the laborers.
teretl the skull near one oar and
emerged at tin- opposite side of the.
forehead, wrecking one-haof the
with each
Our line this season is unusually large and very oompl-'tbrain and seriously injuring the other.
and every piece priced in such a way that will surprise you.
The man lay in an unconscious condi-,- '
lio.i for nearly a year, being fed by!
artificial means, and at the end of:
THE VALUES ARE GREAT
that time regained consciousness and
And Mean Savings Most Pi onounceil
The only)
lived to be an old man.
noticeable 'change in him, mentally,
I
was in his- temperament.
Prior to
And
EXCLUSIVE DESIGNS
the accident he was a man of genial
disposition, but afterwards he became
In all sorts of pieces new and novel
Upwards to
as to n
so morose and
fiom the famous Hergen line.
almost dangerous. The skull and the
bar of iron are now in the Hritlsh
CHRISTMAS BOOKS.
museum.
For the Young or Old Attractive Books of AH Sorts.
The Kansas Legislature.
A complete and well assorted stock to choose from, come in, take
For the news of the coming session
1. u
your time and look through; you'll surely find Just what you want.
K.vlu a
ui.ll f)K
..f 11.. luno-jall other news, subscribe fur THE TO- Pr.K A DAILY STATE JOl HNAL. 1UO
days for $1.00. Send in your subscription at once. Address;
TOPEKA STATE JOl'RNAL.
Topoka, Kansas.

Blankets from $.50 to $20.
Comforters

-

l

Montoya.

Mrs. Catalina Montoya, one of Old
Albuqui rque's host known residents,
passed away at her home yesterday
morning. Mrs. Montoya was "2 years
of age, 11 of which she had spent

lure.

Her funeral will lake place tomorrow morning from the hurch of Sa:i
V lipe de Neri and interment will be
mud.'

in

Sunt' Hatbara cenieterj.

Mrs. McCauley.
Tile death of Mrs. McCauley, mother of Miss Isabel Lee. look place last
.unh
night at her residenci, 217
llioaihvay after an extended Illness
Her fu.ierul will be held at O. W.

Str.mg's Sons' eha;l tomorrow af.
ternoon at 3 o'clock. Rev. O. H.
pastor of the Kirst M thodist
Kpiscopal church, will conduct the
service. The body will be shipped
Tuesday evening to San Jose, Cab.
accompanied by Mis. Lee. who was
called here by the announcement, of
her mother's condition.
H1-lld'y-

Jose Garci.
Jose Garcia, an old and respected
citizen of Old Albuquerque, died at
his residence shortly afttr midnight
21 the age of t"i4 years.
last night
Bronchial pneumonia was the cause
of his death.
Mr. Garcia was a member of one of
the largest and best known ualivt
faniilie-- i living in different parts of
New Mexico and Colorado, and
.
to the Society of Mutual
He leaves a wife and one
son. Pedro C. Garcia, a well to do
ranchman of Ranchos le Atrisco, who
is interpreter for tile probate court
and the board of county commission-em- .
The funeral will occur Monday
moining from the church of Sa.i Felipe de Neri.
Probate Judge Jesus Romero is a
nephew of Mr. Garcia and Mr- - A.
L. Cai'deman is his ncioe.
d

James Long.

Railroad Avenue

308-31- 0

Staab Building

Clear as Crystal is our
CUT GLASS

1

We

Have

Several

lor

Pieces

I

We Are Willing
to State

in

To the public that this ii the best
bought line of Cut Glass ever brought
into this city. We will positively

I

prove, without doubt, that it has been
the best selling line in our fifteen
years in the business. It is being
picked out fast.

ft
CALL

NOW

MAKE

AND

THE VANN

!

YOUR

JEWELRY

j

DAY OR

BOOKKEEPING
ENGLISH
BUSINESS ARITHMETIC
CORRESPONDENCE

UNIVERSITY

In KIks' opera lions, on next Thursday evening the students of the t'ni
vorstty will hold an oratorical contest. The winner of this contest will

roptosenr the school

in

of the Albuquerque Business College
Library Building, Albuquorque, New Mexico

STOVES
STOVES
BASE BURNER
Only In Use Two Months

I

New and

$30

and enteriainiug.

A

small admission of
,onts will be
charged in order to defray ihe ox-- ;
clises of I ho oontc.--t.
Reserved
siats will he on sale at .Mat son's on
Wednesday.

ment ever

A

tlevi.-e-

Dr.

COME

A
ENJOY
IF YOU WANT
DINNER, GO TO
GOOD SUNDAY
THE ZEIGER'S CAFE RESTAURONLY FIFTY
ANT TOMORROW.

TO

602-60-

XMAS

STORE

household

edy in America for 25 years.

LESS DIRT, MORE
PER TON. GENUINE

i
for JAFFA'S

W. H. HAHN

HEAT
GAS

$6 .00

CO.

Ask
KRACK
BREAD and take no other.

KREAM

telephone

The

Ranges

d

& CO., U?

FOR CHRISTMAS

Gold Avenue

r.

IN

HOME

YOUR

H. O'RIELLY & CO.

DRUGGISTS - C3
Mall Orders Filled Same Day Received.
BOTH PHONES
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
LEADING

R. R. AVE.

The St. Elmo
JOSEPH

(20
Sterling Silver
Elegant Carving Sets

The telephone prcservee you
health, prolongs your life and
protects your t'ome.

THE COLORADO TELEPHONE CO.

ABSOLUTE GUARANTEE
114

the

YOU NEED A TELEPHONE

AT LESS THAN WHOLESALE
H. YAN0W,

makes

duties lighter, the cares less,
and the worries fewer.

For Your Christmas Table
Roger's Triple Plate
Rich Cut Glass

BARNETT, Prop'r.

West Railroad Avenue

Finest Whiskies

1

Wines, Brandies. Etc.

j

SAMPLE A NO
CLUB ROOMS

B

"Merry Christmas and Happy New Year'

Christmas Cigats

linirem-

COKE.

Perfect Condition

Convenience - Comfort - Security

UNREDEEMED DIAMONDS

CENTS.
CLEAN, BRIGHT OAT HAY CUT
AT THE PROPER TIME NO BETTER FEED. E. W. FEE,
SOUTH FIRST STREET.

VISIT THIS

Thomas'

ehax'st

--

11

o

spei itic for pain
Lloetiic Oil, strongest,
A

Second-han-

BORRADAILE

the i.rritorial

coui) st to he hold in Las Vegas. December 27th. There are tin con-l- i
slants entered and i!io piogruui will
inter-stin-

Spanish

Write or call for full
Information.

CONTEST

RICAL

be

AND

$1.00

j

LAW

SPELLING
SHORTHAND
TYPEWRITING

RICH CUT GLASS

Give us your ROUGH DRY work,
Monday, and got it back Wednesday.
Imperial Laundry Co.

ORATO-

COMMERCIAL

Cut Glass for Christmas

lf

CI

We offer thorough
courses In

j

K.ig-bind-

SELECTION!

If you wish to qualify for business
you should attend the

fore-ho.u-

O.

Fnlrvicw cemetery.

ft

-

CHICKEN DINNER AT THE HOIT
W. Strong's TEL COLUMBUS TOMORROW.
The pastor of the WILL CONSTITUTE, WITH OTHER
Si lis' at 2 o'c lock.
will
have GOOD EDIBLES. A GENUINE SUNAfrican Haptisi church
charui- of the service and burial will DAY FEAST.
occur

Selection

Your

I

i'h" fiuieial of James Long, color
d. will incur tomorrow
aftcinim

from th)' chapel of

$1.00 to

ALBERT FABER
....

'

Mrs. Catalina

from

$25.00 each.

LEADING JEWELERS

25 in a Box

THE DIAMOND PALACE

RAILROAD AVENUE, NEAR FIRST STREET

1

.

Kirster Bros., Manufacturers
SOS South Second Street
tan

ALBUQUERQUE
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the family c.f languages.
Latin and Gothic, hud died out,
giving place to the mote advanced
Hiiidiistnnee. Romance tongue, and
Gorman.
Remote From Civilization.
civilization wa
So remote from
Lithuania Hint Christian missionaries
did not reach its borders until about
forty-twyears before
14r.U, Just
Columbus discovered the new world.
At this time Lithuania was sunk in.
?acri-neethe deepest paganism. Humanworship
beastly orgies, and the
of oak groves were features of the
religion here centuries after the suppression of the PrnliU In western Europe and the debacle of the old mythologies In Home and Greece. Here
ancient,
In Lithuania survived the
Aryan belief In the supreme God.
which became Zeus for the Greeks,
Odin for the Teutons, and Jnpitar
for the Romans. Hero remained In
pristine vigor the human sacrifice to
the wheat spirit. Cut off from the
rest of the world, they had lived as
had thdtr prehistoric ancestors and
followed closely the savage religious
beliefs of the original Aryans.
But In appearance also the Lithuanians justify the belief that they are
the most primitive type of the ancient
Aryan. Very tall and straight, they
are the blondest people in Europe.
,
Compared with them the
appears
blue-eyeScandinavian
In many loalmost ns a brunette.
calities, especially In the neighborhood of Plnsk. the blondness of the
almost to
approaches
Lithuanians
albinism.
Despite the progress made during
rethe centurv past, the Lithuanians peomain probably the most primitive
ple of Europe. They have no literature worthy of the name, and with
the exception of one man of science,
Yakowenko, the birthplace of the
Aryan race has not produced a sinwarrior, poet,
gle great statesman,
philosopher, or artist. The Lithuanians are a race of peasants pure
and simple. Their literature consists
almost exclusively of Bibles and religious works translated from other
languages. The tongue survived In
to modern
unwritten form down
times. In 1547 German missionaries
catechism Into
Luther's
translated
Lithuanian, and this was the first
book published in that language. SC
unprogressivo was this remnant of
the old Aryans that they never
evolved an alphabet of their own, and
today part of them read books printed in Roman characters, and those
living near the borders of While Ruscharacter
sia employ the Slavic-GreeIn writing and reading.
Bound on Funeral Pyre.
Under such barbarous conditions
Christainit y made but slow progress,
and as late as the fifteenth century
one of the grand dukes of Lithuania
was burned in the old pagan fa.shion
on an Immense funeral pyre on which
a number of horses and captive Germans and Russians were also sacritives

1

T

NEW CRADLE
WHITE RACE
Has Been Located In Lithuania on the Baltic. People
of Which
KOW

SEfKTls"C0UNTRY

IN VERY

LARGE

NUMBERS

An Interesting Article But One
Rather More Fanciful and Far
Fetched Than True.

Snn-skri-

In

flaxen-haired-

d

(By A. W. Greeley.)
An ethnological trasody Is told
the prosaic figures of the annual report of the federal bureau of immiHidden away in serried
gration.
ranks of statistlr-- is the story of the
vxodus from Lithuania to the United
States, a tangible evidence of the
hopelessness and despair that has disheartened Europe's oldest race In the
very birthplace of the blond Aryan
type whose descendants have forsed
a circle of conquering civilization
around the world. It is a signflcant
fact that this lineal remnant of the
wriRiiml Aryan blond type should, after a struggle of countless centuries
for the realization of racial Ideals,
turn to tho youngest of its descendants for asylum and refuge upon the
and shortcollapse of the
lived tlaltie Republic, whose brief
page in history drips with blood.
Tho recordb of the immigration
bureau Hl.ow ihat among the thou
sands of Lithuanians who for the
year past have been flocking to the
United States n large number are
locking to the farms and ranches of
for the
ho west and northwest,
Lithuanian has been a tiller of the
soil and h tewer of wood from times
Immemorial. Hut not a few of then:
go to increase the struggling colonies
big cities,
in the
of Lithuanians
where relentless competition drives
them In gaunt want to the sweat
fehops. Chicago has a large colony
and Esths,
of Ietts, Lithuanians,
from which place they have spread
over Illinois, 'Michigan, Wisconsin,
and Minnesota, the states which show
the largest proportion of the new Immigration.
Caused Napoelon's Downfall.
Lithuania, the home of the Letts,
Lithuanians, and Esthonians, i3 one
and least
of the most primitive
known regions in Europe. Until
quite recently It was practically terra
Incognita, a harsh, inhospitable climate sheltering an almost savage
people upon the marshy shores of
s
the gale-sweBaltic. It has for
been darkest Europe. Only
now and then at great historical Intervals has it emerged from its fogs
and mists to attract general notice,
as, for instance, when it gave Napoleon his coup de grace in the fateful march from burning Moscow. It
was in the swampts of Lithuania
rather than on the field of Waterloo
that Bonaparte's grip cn the destinies
of Europe was wrenched loose by
savage,
revengeful,
In

the last
Not only Is Lithuania
refuge In Europe of the most primitive of the Arynn languages and peoples, but also by reason of Its great
swamps and forests It Is to this day
tho final refuge of the big game that
once roamed over Europe. The giant
wild ox, or urns, which Caesar saw
in the llyrcnnlan forest, became extinct In Lithuania less than two centuries ago. Wolves and bears, the
elk and the rod deer, lynxes, gluttons,
mid homers are still common 111 its
forests, and In the great forest of
Hialowlcza once the hunting grounds
of the grand dukes of Lithuania.
later the property of the kings of
nn.i tuiuv the iiiiiioriul preserve
of tile Czar of Russia, is preserved
one of the two last nerds oi inn European bison or aurochs, which In
(lays gone by roamed from the frozen Volga to the sunny Tagus Just as
our bison, not so many years ago.
grazed from the Sasgatohowan to the
Rio Grande.

species of mining engiaeers
is operating in Pima county, says the
Tucson Cltlze.i. These "enginfers"
are neither of the class who received
their degrees la the Uchnical schools
nor are they of those who get their
mining Information from prospecting
through long years.
The new "englnot rs" are of the
class who luve "hunches" nnd they
are seoklaj to find ore by the
"hunch" route.
The parties are what are commonly
so
tellers,
called
and
fortune
strongly have they Impressed the
sense, of their ability to see beyond
the vision of the average man upon
a group of gullible eastern stockholders in a mining company located south
of Tucson tint they were s nl here at
a fancy price to find out the most
available place to sink a shaft on the
property.
The fortune tellers make no claim
to 'having mining knowledge, but ex
pect by means of a "hunch" to be
able to find the best place for sinking
a shaft on the property.
The new style of "engineers" are
aot likely to suppbnt the practical
mining men.
However, they will.
on the other hand, probably cause the
to become
credulous stockholdirs
soured on mining after several thousand dollars have been wasted.
A new

blood-lustin-

'd

plob-lem-

I'r-'-

COm

OF

Wait for the big Toy Sale at

Til L2ictr

J. D. Eakln, President
G. GlomI, Vice President.

Wines, Liquors and Cigars
keep

the Enormous Prices Usually Charged

10,

And we'll do it; wait, and see if we don't.

stores commencing

Wonderful
ext Monday morning, December
, TifJ.,:
W
,

,"''.'
At The Leader on Railroad Ave.
until December

1

SCh..

most fastidious

Have been appointed exclusive agents In the Southwest for Joe. S.
Schlitz, Wm. Lemp and St. Louis A. B. C. Breweries; Yellowstone,
Green River, W. H. McBrayer's Cedar Brook, Lou!s Hunter, T.J. Mon.
arch, and other standard brands of whiskies too numerous to mention.
WE ARE NOT COMPOUNDERS.
But sell the straight article aa received by us from the best TInerles,
Distilleries and Breweries in the United Statos. Call and Inspect our
Stock and Prices, or write for Illustrated Catalogue and Trice LI at.
Issued to dealers only.

iniort.ed nearly all of our Xmas goods last March for this Xinas.
Just think of It. Bought them nearly a year ago in order to sell them
below any one.
values in both

everything In stock to outfit the
bar complete

We

Wo

mKrCKeK45m&

Commencing Next Monday
Dolls, kid body, and dressed dolls, assorted sizes In the lot worth
up to 35c and sold everywhere at that price, about 150 in the
:
lot all for
Dolls, beautifully dressed dolls, each in a box, and fine kid body
dolls, sold everywhere at 50c, at the Railroad Avenue Store,

choice
Large size dressed dolls worth $1.00 at
. .
Drums, swords, guns, arks, doll hats, bl;ck boards large size
ones rag dolls, large parlor croquet, books by the best
authors, beautiful vases and ornaments, sugar and creams,
china decorated cups and saucers, games, blocks, iroa toys
of all kind, tin kitchens and hundreds of other beautiful
Xinas gifts at
Whole tables full of toys at 5c and
Extra large medallion pictures worth. 45 and 50c for

MEXICO.

Louis M. Boyer. president of the
American Meerschaum and Mining
company, uccuinpaaioil by tils mine
foreman, James H. Crittenden, arrived
in Silver City Sunday from the scene
of the company's operations on the
Sapello, forty-fivmiles northwest of
Silver City, and Mr. Boyer left on
Monday evening's train for his home
In New York.
Ho has been spending
the last month at the meerschaum
mines owned by the company, of
which ho is president and In which
Mr. Boyer
he is a large stockholder.
stated that ho was more than pleased
with the results of the development
work done in the last six months, but
owing to the difficulty in getting in
supplies to tho camp during the winter months, active development work
spring,
will bo deferred until next
when a large force of men will be put
on. The other officers of the company
lire: E. M. Leddon, secretary and
treasurer, and Charles G. Pell, of
Kierro, resident attorney.
These, together with President Boyer and .1. L.
Hill, form the board of directors.
The company Is Incorporated under
the laws of New Mexico, to work the
sopiolite deposits of the Sapello, in
Grant county, the only known dejM)slt
of their kind on tho American conti-not- ,
or for that matter, in the world,
outside of Asia .Minor.
Stale of Ohio, t'lty or Toledo,
Lucas County. as.
Frank J. I'henney makes milh that be
Is senior partner of the hrm of b". J.
l'o., doing luiHineHH in the
riienev
l itv of Toledo. County and State afnre-itil. nnd that said tlrm will pay the sum
of (INK IR'MiUKD DOLLARS for eaeli
unci every rntm of I atarrb that canii'it
lie cured by the use of Hall s Catarrh
e

KitANK J. CHUNKY.
Cur.'.
Sworn to before me and subscribed tn
my pr senile, this Kill day of December.
D. lSG.

A.

A.

(Seal )
Hull h Catarrh Cure
and acts ilir.-- . tlv mi
rium surfaces of the
testimonials free.
I'. J. CIILNIOY
Take Hall's Kainlly

Is

the bb.od nnd
system. Send for
& CO..

Props.

Toleilo. Olili..

Pills fur

15c

Is besF undcrelood
By wmenvho avoid.

25c
G5c

JJ7e.YU0H

Doll carriages and
Hoys' wagons and carts
Silk handkerchiefs, women's

ikr

10c
10c

go-car- ts

GAS

Mmw,

The Albuquerque Gas, Electric Light and Power Co.
CORNER 4th A NO GOLD

leaiitiful lieaded facinators, ladies'

collars, mittens, hundreds of toys and dolls, boys' hats, some
worth up to 75c, boys' satin lined caps, beautiful china of all
kind, plates, salad bowls, large china pitchers, cake plates,
largo imported 'bisque ornaments, pictures, jewelry, rings,
pias, watch chains and hundreds of new articles just received, gi on sale at
Lacquered Japanese handkerchief, boxes, glove boxes, or bread
trays at
Hundreds of toys, tree ornaments, etc., at 5c and

KeKe4Krmeha)a

PROTECTED

AGAINST

CCLDS

and
Ity Keeping the system strong
healthy ami the blood pure. The Bitanyters will do this quick, r tin::
thing else you miuht take. Thousand
nve found this true.

m
mk

lit

jW STOMACH

Hostetter's
Stomach
Bitters
should therefore
be taken regul
ariy during the
months
winter
by every no
of the f1111
ily, U not only
preventi Chills
and Colds but
also cures
Dyspepsia,
Indigestion,
Sostiveness,
Biliousness
Female lln or
Malarial Fever.
Try I'. al:'
a freo copy of
our I'M)" Alinan
your
no from

Years the Standard of Piano Construction)

(Eighty-fiv- e

15c
10c

Conceded today to be the best in the world

Chickering & Sons Pianos

THE LEADER

...SOLD ONLY BY THE...

MUSIC
WHITSOX
(Established
1882.)

Opposite the Postoffice and 311 West Railroad Ave.

f

t

.

01

ugs:l.

CO.

Come in and examine our new Holiday Stock. Everything in music
a talking machine to a Grand Piano Sold on our new easy pay

frm

ment plan.
116 South second street.

Irrigated Farm Lands

Albuquerque, New Mexico.

Mr

IN SOUTHERN ALBERTA. CANADA

IT'S ANNOYING TO HAVE SOMETHING THAT NOBODY WANTS.
WE ARE NEVER TROUBLED THAT
WAY FOR EVERYBODY WANTS US
TO TAKE CARE OF THEIR PLUMBING CONTRACTS. THERE'S A REASON FOR OUR POPULARITY, INVESTIGATION
WILL PROVE THAT

$18.00 to $25.00 per acre
Irrigated farm laads in Egypt, according to reports of the United
Stales Department of Commerce, are worth $225 per acre. Irrigated
farm lands In the United States are worth from $100 to $2,000 per
arte.
Irrigated farm lands In Southern Alberta are worth just as much
or more than laads in Egypt and the United States, but the Canadian
I'aiiflc Railway Company is selling them at from $18 to $25 per acre
for the purpose of inducing settlement iu their 3.0oo,iH)0-acrblock.
Irrigated farm laads sold by them three months ago at from $18
to $25 per acre are now being held by t lie purchasers at from $50 to
$7"i tier acre.
The difference between $18 and $2.0no Is worth while, if you are
iii'i rested In doubling and trehliag your money within a few "months.
If yui" are, drop a card to the address below nnd receive detailed Intimation, including maps, literature, etc., fully describing the opportunity of the age.

WE DO HIGH CLASS PLUMBING
WORK AT THE RIGHT PRICES. TO
PROVE
THIS GET OUR ESTIMATES.

J.

L. BELL & CO.,
122

0B

The Canadian Pacif.c Irrigation

Colonization Go's., Ltd,
ROOM 31, CALGARY, ALBERTA, CANADA
Sales Department, Irrigated Lands, Canadian Racine Railway

West Silver Avenue.

Set Teeth $8.
G

LD

FILLINGS $1 50 AND IIP.

Inlays and Painless Extraction.

L E. ERVIN,

OR

GOLD

Gsld ChVYns

S6

Bridge Work. Porcelain
All Kork Guaranteed
AND

SECOND

STREET

Whiting Building

PALMIER
F.
J.
Hay, Grain, Groceries and Fresh Meats,

If you have trii'il other tailors ami
arc not salisficil why sol try us.
Wo Know
c ran please you, once
you ki t a Miil of us you arc sure to

m-b-

n

C

15c

e

BE

01

jlJirlraand

13c
10c
15c

Opposite P. O. Commencing Next Monday at 9 a. m.

V. C.LKASOV.

Notary Public.
taken internally
mu-

Tie xSimple.Life

At the Second Street Store

1

Treasurer.

Next Monday, Dec. 10,
You Will Save Half

DEPOSIT OF THE FOAMY
PIPE MATERIAL ON THIS CONTINENT IS FOUND IN NEW

Chas. Mellnl, SocreUry

O. Bachechl,

I Z

Successors to
MELINI & EAKIN, and BACHECHI & GIOMI.
WHOLCBALK DEALER IN

WE AUK PKKPARING FOR IT NOW

ONLY

' 7

I

Consolidated Liquor Company

AT 9 A. M.

TO BE OPERATED

'

Don't Buy Your Toys, Dolls, China or Holiday Goods
Until the Big Sale Commences at Both Our Stores

you up.

wo-ul-

t

Indian
Trading

WINE

t

our national ailment.
Dysitepsia
Burdock Wood Bitters. Is the national
cure for it. It strengthens stomach
membranes, ij roniotes flow of diges
tive juices, purifies the blood, builds

n

y

Benham

functions, clear the complexion and strengthen
the constitution.
It is a valuable medicine for growing girls.
It
has tided thousands over a critical period, and
saved them from years of suffering. It can never
do harm and is sure to do good.
A relief or cure for all female disorders in girls
and women.
At every druggist's in $1.00 bottles. Try it.

Is

cen-turic-

V

mother's tender care and words of caution will

ficed.

The history of Luthuania is a brief
page during its period of autonomy.
Only scraps of tradition remain upon
which to reconstruct it, and accord-Igto tradition the only real government under Utlmanian rule was established In the thirteenth century by
Grand Duke Ryngold, a conquering
German rover. He was succeeded
by Gediman who waged victorious
war against the Russians, carrying
his conquests to the very door of
Kley and Moscow.
In the fourteenth
century Lithuania and Poland were
united through the marriages of the
ruling houses f the two countries,
and since that time Lithuanian
has been a historical memory.
It was in the fourteer.ih century,
about
that Lithuania was arous
ed from Its letliurgy of centuries and
saw the first act of a tragodv iton
Lett.
which tile curtain has just tallen with
Politically,
Lithuania is included a collapse of the Baltic Republic. It
within the boundaries of the Russian was at this time that the German
governments of IJvonia. Vilna, Kov-do- , hordes of freebooters swarmed into
Grodno, Ylbesk, Minsk, Mobalev, Lithuania to an easy but not bloodand Suwalki, and in Prussia it in- less conquest. They carried fire and
cludes the provinces of East and sword, enslaved the native Letts and
Ixing years ago it Lithuanians, set themselves
West Prussia.
up as
was an independent kingdom with its nobles; and held the country in sub
own prince and nobility, a dim tradi- juration with a heavy hand, estabtion which, however, has kept alive lishing a German dynasty with the
the national spirit through centuries aid of Polish and Russian adventur
of political servitude.
Crowded In ers. The Lithuanians were treated
between conquering Germans on the with contempt and were allowed no
one side and aggressive Russians on part in the government, even inter
marriage wlih the Invaders being de
tie other, Lettish autonomy
to overpowering forces and nied them. The invaders seized all
sullenly accepted foreign suzerains.
the lands and forced the Lithuanians
It is within only the past ten years to work for them as slaves.
or so that IJthuunia has been recogApplied Torch to Castle.
nized as the scientific treasure house
Powerless to revolt, the natives re
of Europe, a region which held the maiued in servitude under the chang
answers to the most perplexing an- ing governments for centuries, sullen
thropological and archelogical
ly slaving for their masters, but keep,
discoveries which have cast a ing alive the tradition of the tinu
flood of light UK)ti race origins and when they were their own masters,
forced the abandonment
of time- - and had quaffed mead out of the
Lonored theories.
As the result of skulls of the hated Germans,
who
patient investigation and long delv were now their rulers and task mas
ing a considerable 'school,
probably ters. When Napoleon and his great
the most authorative, declares that army passed through Lithuania on
tho birthplace of the Aryan race was his way to Moscow, there was an
not on the high planes of Asia, where awakening and the sluggish peasants
Muller bought to fix it, but that the believed that the milleiiium had final
point of dispersion the cradle of the ly arrived with the opportunity to
Aryan race, was on the chore of the slake their
hatred to the dregs.
Baltic, in the home f the Letts and Napoleon's pr .'olainal ion of cmanei
the Lithuanians.
Scholars for many pation establishing
a new governyears held the theory that Sanskrit ment was greeted as a license to loot.
was the oldest tongue, the one near burn, and
They refused
'st the original Aryan speech, but to work, gave themselves up to
investigation has proved to the minds drunken orgies and in ravaging
wf many modern investigators
that bands, as in the recent days of the
Sanskrit must surrender its place of Baltic Republic, scourged the coin.
lienor to Lettish and Lithuanian as try. killing the German nobles and
the most primitive of Aryan tontines. applying the torch to 1heir castles.
The testimony of philology is held When the French troops restored law
to Mippoit the theory that Lithuania and order with bullet.
sword, and
is the home of the primi.ive Aryan. gibbi. every Lithuanian was Napo
I tie
tti.-.l- i
l
language leon's hitler foe. When the Emperor
lihuanian
firms a faintly by itself, in ii medial e and his army swept back to retreat
lietweeu Slavic and Teutonic, but far over the old Bobruisk roa I. Lithuania
more primitive than either and with was in the grip u faming and tlit
it ii s of its ow n that
.huv a supples he depended upon to feed
:iose kiliMtip wt!i both Sanskrit and his army did not exist and In addil'lls. who had been crowded lrom tion to l he bitter wit. lor, ho was fore
the il.iiiiil.tMiii Lithuanians and gives oil to
starvation and the reevidence of I. tile, changes through vengeful letls and Cossacks, who
t!ie rcnturii s.
hung on the Hanks of the straggling
Ther,' is in -- re evidence that the oalumns like hungry wolves. In the
Lithuanian
aiu the leini.ant of t lib tangle of swamps and dense
original Aryan stock. It is a coun- Napoleon's great army melted away.
try of dense forests and avtamps, an
Sunk Back Into Slavery.
inhospitable
Again for almost a century the
wilderness past which
morn
conquering
tho
hordes of the
Lett and Lithuanian
back into
progressive and militant Aryan tr.bes 'In- slavery Hat seemed their inevitt
swf
without invading, leaving the able heritage. Then came, the upliUts. which had been cro,vded from heaval in Russia following
ihe war
the more fertile valleys and plains with Japan. Again the peasant tried
it' to this refuge, to develop without lo si like ,!!' the fellers and realze
the spill' of comp. t !i Ion, the
'lie dream of national lintcpendi rice,
for ci vteuce, being s inply one with bill the Miit'y f tragic failure is too
spu id leeeiii t,j ti, il reVlliiu-- . la despair
he
Civilization
elements.
nlowly north from the .shores of the of ever escaping the dutches of the
M thtt i ranean and as a result, the Kus.-iabear while in iheir ancient
Lithuanian toiguu has remained prac home, ih,. cr.i.lS- of the while race.
pies-nunchanged
down to the
il:i"y
Lithuanians se,. acio.-- s the Atlantic
tune, long utter i s oil lime rela their only land of promise.

ti

As for medicine, a
often accomplish wonders.
and
safe
reliable
strengthening
tonic is
gentle,
Wine of Cardui,
It will prevent and relieve pain, regulate the

SHAFT

EASTERN MINING COMPANY PRE
FERS FORTUNE TELLING TO
MINING ENGINEERS BUT
WILL AWAKE LATER.

Girl 81

19t.

Growing girls need care, advice and medicine,
A
especially on reaching the age of puberty.

WILL
MINE

SATURDAY. DECEMBER 8.

HJrowing

I'o-in-

LOCATE

CITIZEN.

EVKNIN'O

PRUSSIAN POULTRY AND STOCK FOODS, FRUITS AND VEGETABLES. ORDERS TAKEN AND DELIVERED.
501 North First Street.
Both Phones.

coine again, as our work is all strictly

class.
Cleanini;, pressing and repairing
neatly dene on short notice
2
If you w.'nt fcomelhiiiK r'.jilil nlvc us A
a trial.
I
tir.--1
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1

J

'

V

X

Y

& BRO.
I 19 Railroad Avenue

F. TOMEI

Albuquerque

Foundry and
R.

Iron and

f.

HALL,

Brtii Ckitlngi; Ore,

Coal

Machine Works

Proprietor
sud Lambr Cars;

Fuiley. Qrajo Bars, lisbhlt Mettl; CoIubds
Bulldlnis.

ml

Iron

stQ.'nt,
i
rrj'

Repair en Mining and Mill Machinery a Specialty
AJt jaere se,
round ry east side et tUro4d traei.

W.

i
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THE

Are Coming
If you buy your heater
of us. We handle the
celebrated
line of stoves and rang- es. Prices and terms
to suit all.

.

THE FURNITURE MAN

CLERKS TO
VISE

DE-

TO

PLAN

Fight Has Been Stubborn and
Absent From Any Blackmail
or Dirty Work of Any Kind.
The Onlcr of KailV3y Clerks will
tiold a regular meeting In llieir rooms
in the Mn:ly block and six new tnem
hers will W taken in a 2d a plan for
bringing uliout a settlement of the
strike of the clerks with the (Salves-- ;
Ion and Houston will be discussed,

PHONFJ

d

"THE HOLY CITY."
Announcement of a performance of
"The Holy City" Interests theatregoers to an uncommon degree. The
groat Biblical drama and the sumptuous production given It, the strength
of the acting company, the music and
grand spectacle with which the play
abounds, furnishes dramatic satisfaction and scenic pleasure so complete
and grateful that Managers Gordon
and Bennett's enterprise Is a leading
feature In all columns containing
theatrical news. Seldom has a play
so many points of value. The theatergoers who appreciate
entertainment
In the proportion given or following
thught, will, in the thrilllngly told

r

1

Vehicles
t. Ji,

Watch Inspector T. Y. Maynard returned home this morning from an
official trip over the Kin Cra title division.
- A. W. Douglass, manager
of the
local Santa Fe telegraph office, left
yesterday for San Marcial on business for the company.

mper-tester-

j

Howard Bromageiu, the Las Vegas
printer, has decidtd to become a locomotive firemen and lias been assigned a student's trip letween L?s
Vegas aatl this ciiy.
a

The passenger conductors on the
Wabash system have recently been
granted an Increase of salary from
$112 to 12tl per month, and the passenger brakemen from "it! to $iil per
month.

e,

V. Christopher and
r::d Mrs.
Miss Gladys Corey, the California
who will hold forth at the

...AND ...

I'l''V

words can do Justice to her and all
words fall to do Justice to her skill In
handling this most difficult role.

"Calaphas," the high priest, was exby L. E.
ceedingly well portrayed
Martelle; "Marlus," played by Kdgar
Jones was a fine conception of a fine
character. "King Herod was an imposing figure as wns "Herodlas," the
queen, being enacted by Walter Hub-bel- l
and lionise Roberts. "John, the
Baptist" was a wonderful creation by
W. M. Sherwin and his portrayal of
"Judas" will ever be rtmeinbered by
the theater patrons of this city. Lillian Alexander as "Elizabeth" and later as "Mary Magdalene" displayed
rare talent.

Harness
at Reduced
Prices.
SOME PEOPLE HAVE A NOTION THAT SPRING 13 THE ONLY
TIME TO BUY A BUGGY. THAT NOTION IS COSTING THEM
MONEY.
WE ARE MAKING FALL BUYING POPULAR. LET Ut
TELL YOU HOW. GOOD PICKING IN BOTH DEPARTMENTS.

Albuquerque Carriage Company
Corntr First Strtet and

WMMMtMll. JUIMtMIuimM1
WE FILL
II U

PRESCRIPTIONS

Til era

Avenue

II

B. RUPPE

RIGHT

"203 WEST RAILROAD AVENUE
NEXT TO BANK OF
COMMERCE.

At Consistent
Prices

VISIT212OUR
NEW STORE
NORTH SECOND STREB.T
WE HAVE THREE FLOORS COVERED
WITH
STYLES ON THE MARKET OF
.
.

THE

LATEST

Carriages, Buggies,
Roundabouts, Etc.,
Harness & Saddles,

i4tM

labile

.

J. KORBER

m

I'aso Herald.
A Kfecial apptnl his been made to
members of file order to be present to"
night. Tke clerks expect to dvise some
plan by which they may end the
strike that started on October 13.
It la stated that a plan now exists in
an embryo. lie state, but by next week
it will have developed to be a scheme
of such significance that it will come
as 3- surprise to all. No intimation,
however, is givcu out as to the nature
of the plan.
The strikf has been a most stubborn
fight on the part of both the clerks
and the railway company. Neither one
lias no far conceded a point and several strategic means of approaching
the company hav been devised at
the instigation of the clerks, but all
of them have been thwarted by the
company, waich has ret ust.il to give
an sudiezee to a.iy representatives of
the clerks.
The official of the Atlantic system
of the Southern Pacific have declared
since tea days after the walk out that
no strike existed and everything was
runni.ig satisfactorily
The clerks
from the very day of the walk out to
the present have denied that the railroad company was having no trouble
to hasdlo the business slid have declared thai reports on the satisfactory
condition of affairs were untrue.
Neither side so far has thrown any
dirt. The clerks have not molesttd
any bills on the freight cars standing
in the yards ad have not laid a straw
in the way of the company so far as is
known. In one instance ft is said that
a Htrike breaker b ft his irosition in
Lie local freight office of the G. & H.
and Bent some way bills to the clerks'
!iea(iiiarters and also destroyed others. The clerks, it is stated, sent the
bills back to the freight office and offered evidence for the prosed tit ion
of the culprit.
The company has molested the
eltrks in no way, and has not used
any 'blacklist agaf-- st
the strikers so
tar as ig known.
Kl

Mr.

BOTH

reports a total membership of 1.457.
which Is the largest In the history of
The largest memthe association.
bership heretofore was for the month
Re- of October, which was 1.45(1.
ceipts for November, $"". 26; on hand
October 31. I4H3.13: total, $1,224.19.
Expenditures, $;K8.EI9.
Amount on
hand December 1. $535.30.
Kl Pao jobbers aad merchants are
rejoicing in a reduction of freight
rates on certain commodities recently
announced in a circular letter to them
from the freight department of the
The
Santa Ke Railroad company.
new rates are the same as Kl Paso
now get.i from Chicago, Kansas City,
St. Louis and other eastern cities? and
the principle Items In the reduced
fruits,
list are paper bags, canned
chocolate, crackers, coffee, stoves and
On certain Items the
horseshoes.
reduction equals thirty cents on the
DFFfcilATTERS
dollar. The Pass City merchants are
looking forward to further concessit. r.s after the first of the new year.
Notaries' Public Apoointed.
The reduction follows the recent visit
The follwing have been appointed
to the city of Geenral Freight Agent
notaries public by Act ing Governor .1.
Kuhns, of the Santa Fe.
m
m
W. Ray nobis:
Rociada, San
Charles F. Rudulph.
FATAL COLLISION
Benjamin Sanchez.
WITH A HANDCAR. Miguel county;
y.
count
Word has been recived of the ae Aragon, Socorro
Clarence C. MeDeiniot t. Fay wood.
cidental death of Felipe Mora, of La
Cienegn, a section hand employed by Grant county; Manuel F. Jlmincz. Las
Vegas, San Miguel county.
the Denver & Rio Grande railroad.
Postmasters Appointed.
who was killed on Wednesday near
Frank R: lion has been appointed
La Vcta pass, Colorado. It is reportpostmaster at Rinconada, Rio Arriba
ed that several other section men
county, to succeed Otto Koplin, rewere injured at Hie same time.
According to the information ob-- ; sinned.
Margaret .1. Harbor has been aplaiiiiible, Mora and fellow workmen pointed
postmaster at Fort Huachiica,
was
hit
hasdear,
is
a
on
when
wou
by a locomotive and hurled into the Ariz., in the place of Marcia Fortes,
a'r some distance from the track. He resigned.
Joseph Lively was today commiswas on the side next to the engine
a' Karlham. New
and death is said to have ensued al- sioned
most instantly. His companions were Mexico.
Postoffice D scontinued.
seriously hurt, but it is reported that
The postoffice nt Andrews. Sierra
they will recover.
will be discontinued
alter
Mora's body was conveyed to the county
by
nearest town, where it was embalmed January 2. and will be superseded
delivery.
rural
free
Ciegea.
to
prepared
shinmer.t
for
and
of Incorporation.
years of
The deceased was forty-fivThe following articles of Incorporaage.
He hud lived for many years
filed In the office of
at Cienega and was well known in tion have been
J. W. Raynolds:
Santa Fe. He was not married, but Territorial Secretary
Continental Lumber company, pr!n
Is survived by his father aud brothers.
cipal place of business at Silver City,
agent,
county.
Territorial
In Praise
Cough Grant
of Chamberlain's
Thomas A. Miller, at Silver City.
Remedy.
Th re is no other medicine manu- Capital stock, $25, mm oil. divided Into
factured that has received so much two hundred and fifty shares of the
praise and so many expressions of par value of $luu each, commencing
gratitude
as Chamberlain's Cough business with $2,5oo. Object, dealing
Remedy. It is effective, and prompt in lumber and other building materIncorDuration, fifty years.
relief follows its use. Grateful par- ials.
ents everywhere do not hesitite to porators, Thomas A. Miller, George J.
testify to Its merits for the benefit Salle, Clara A. Salle, all of Silver
of others. It is a certain cure for City.
croup and will prevent the attack if
Queen Copper company.
Forest
given at. the first appearance of the Principal place of business al Silver
tlisease. It is especially adapted to City. Grant county. Territorial agent.
children as it is pltasant to take aud A. W. Sloss. at S.lver City. Capital
one
contains nothing injurious. Mr. K. A. stock. $1.000,111111, divided int
Humphreys, a well known resident million shares of the par value of
anil clerk in the store of Mr. K. Lock $1 each, comment Ing business with
of Alice. Cape Colony, South Africa, $5. 'ion. Object, general mining busisays: "I have used Chainlieilain's ness. Duration, fifty years. IncorCough Remedy to ward tiff croup and porators. 11. F. Keller. Kl P.iso: A.
colds in my family. I found it to be W. Sloss. of Silver City: M. D. Gay-lorv ry satisfactory
ard it gives me
of Nocal. and D. T. White, of
pleasure to recommend it." For sale El Paso.
by all druggists.
.
Any skin itching is a
NURSERY PRODUCTS
The more you scratch the worse it
itches. Dunn's Ointment cures piles,
any skin itching. At all drug
AND
FRUIT
SHADE TREES. eczema
SHRUBS, VINES AND FLOWERS. stores.
BUY OF SOME ONE YOU KNOW.
MAUSARD MILLS are paying $1.40
N. W. ALGER, 124 SOUTH WALTER
er lixi pounds for good clean wheat,
STREET.
and give in exchange 85 pounds of
the best flour for 125 pounds of wheat,
King of All Cugh Medicines.
XI d. K. IS. Case,
a mail carrier of F. O. H., Albuquerque.
Canton Center, Conn., who has been
New Cure for Epilepsy.
in the l
S. service for about sixteen
years, says: "We have tried many
J. H. Watcrrr.au of Wutertown. ().,
"My
cough medicines for croup, but Cham- rural free delivery, writes:
berlain's Cough Remedy Is king of al! daughter, afflicted for years with ep'-,lwas cured by Dr. King's New
and oae to be relied upon every time
We also find it the best remedy f:' Life Pills. She has not had an
coughs and colds, giving certain refor over two years." Hest body
sults and leaving no kid after t
cleansers and life giving Ionic pills on
fects." For sale by all druggists.
earth. L'.lc at all druggists.

SETTLESTRIKE

says the

....

Comer Coil and Stcond

AMUSEMENTS
AT ELKS' OPERA HOUSE

STAND

Dr. .1. H. Sloan was on the witness
stand all Thursday afternoon and yesterday morning, testifying in the contested coal entry cases at the United
He
States land office In Santa Fe.
denied that he had any Interest In the
coal lands Involved except as mortgagee and selling agent. He admitted
having advanced money to the claimants to pay their entry fees and other
expenses, and stated that he had the
mortgages to secure himself for this
loan. He declared that there were no
Irregularities and no attempt to
As selling
the government.
agent he claimed to be acting solely
In the interests of the claimants, and
all the money to be derived from relinquishments was to lie turned over
to entrynien less the commissions.
Dr. Sl;an'8 testimony covers about
twenty typewrittin pages, but the salient features are his denials of bring
the act mil owner of the coal lands in
controversy.
The Huber case was concluded nt
began
noon yesterday, and hearing
yesterday afternoon In the case of
the I'nlted States vs. George F. Murrey et al.
The testimony in this and
the other cases scheduled will be
practically the same as in the first
contesting procedings. A. M. Harter.
as lessee,
of Kl Paso, a
was Introduced as a witness for the
defense. Mr. Murray was the first
called to the stand as a witness for
the government.

J. D. EMMONS
T(A

WITNESS

SAID
HE
LOANED
MONEY
TO
CLAIMANTS TO PAY ENTRY
FEES ANO WAS THEIR
AGENT.

BRIDGE-BEAC-

IR TIGHT.
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DR. SLOAN TAKES

Hot Times

IPERIOR

EVENING CITIZEN.

Lap Robes
Horse Blankets

&

CO.,

ALBUQl mRQUC, NEW MEXICO

story of the Apostle John, find reflection, dramatic study and future enjoyment rarely combined. The theatregoer who Is more pleased with brilliant spectacle and wonderful stage
effects, has his wish gratified by lavish preparation and almost unprecedented execution. In his applitiallon
for a performance of "The Holy City"'
Manager Mat son sought the most ini--theatrical offering of this season. At K!ks' opera house, Dec. 11.
The Phot nix Republican contains
the following account of "The Holy
City." which will be reproduced here
Tuesday, December 11:
"The Holy City," the gorgeous production or l.e Conite end Flesher, was
presented at the Dorrls opera house
last night to nn audience which was
spellbound throughout the etlre performance and it Is safe to say that the
Impression made will last throughout
the life time of those wN saw this
magnificent production. From first to
l2tt it wns a revelation la dramatic
art and no liner or belter play has
evtr been see in Phoenix or ever will
be. Gorgeous in its mountings, brilliant in its lighting effects and unsurpassable in its dazzling costumes it is
not to lie wondered that the success
litis been 'phenomenal and far in excess of Hen Hur.
all the entire cast
there is not a weik spot and those
who missed the performance last night
missed the greatest show of the sea-

L"ck of Foaco prt vents further men"
tion to which all were Justly entitled.
Taken all in all, "The Holy City" is
the most marvelous, as well as per-- !
feet production ever witnessed lure
land the beauties of the play must be
see- - to be a; predated.
Best of all,
lit is all historically cornet to thy
smallest detail,

mmommifmamtm'rimitKJitui iiwh

THIRD STREET

KILLtheCOUGHS

and

Meat Market

CURE the LUNGS

Or. King' s
New Discovery

of Freh and Salt Meat
Steam Sauaaga Factory,
E.MIL KLEINWORT.
Masonic Building, North Third
All Kind

WITH

ONSUMPTION

8trt

W. E,

Price

MAUGEP

"THP KING OF TRAMPS."
COc 41.00
OUGHSand
Victor Faust, who plays the title.
OLDS
Free Trial.
rble In "The King of Tramps." which
will be at Klks' opera house Dec. H,
Bursst and Uuickest Cur for all
'
with Raaoe & Mauper.
THROAT and LUNG TROUBis a comedian of wide
reputation.
Office, 115 North First 8t.
LES, or MONET SACK.
He has been connected with Hoyt's,
ALBUQUERQUE. N. M.
Schubert's and Frohman productions
for many seasons, anil Is known as
Dr. Wllilutn' Indian Pile
one of the hem entertainers on the
euro Hiintt,
CS ointinuntwill
TOTI A QfTADI
llleeilini'
and
American stage. He has made a
I.clilnu
tMlrs.
ltiilinorliNthetuiuors.
I.
specialty of character work and In !OJ HI MIuvh the IuiuIiil: at eiK'c. acts Dealers In Groceries, Provisions,
Hi.
this particular part with his quaint
US a Pnultleu. u'veft Instant ra.
Grain and FueL
lief. Ir. Wiliiums'lnilinnl'ilc
sayings, singing and dancing, has 11
is nreniirrii fnr 11 Ipm nml is. Fine Line of Imported Wines, Llqaen
made the hit of his career. He h
Ini? of Iho privntH purls.
Kvrry box Is
and Cigars. Place your order fa
supported by a clever company of
varrnnie". nv orui'Kivts, ny mull on
this line with as.
of prlrr.
cvntii ami fl.(lt). WILLIAMS
comedians.
MANUFACTURING CI.. ITtip, :u vela l, oiiii?
NORTH THIRD STREW
FOR SALK DY S. VANN & SON.

WOOL
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I
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BECKER HOTEL

B. A. SLEYSTER

New Management, November I, 1906
It pleases us to tell you that at our
INSURANCE. REAL ESTATE!
store we etui show a line of pianos
Opposite the Santa
Depot
NOTARY PUBLIC.
equalled in few cities many times the Room S, Cromwell Dlock, Albuquerque
ADOLPH
BECKER,
Proprietor
size of Albuquerque,
Automatic Telephone. 174.
We ask you to call, and hear
BKLKN, M. At.
our pianos. Kven if you do not buy
we want to show you the pianos, the
&
makes we sell, which have made us
FIRE INSURANCE. REAL HSTAT
son.
largest
music house in the great
LOANS.
Liiella Aloey. as "Salome," was su- ;the
southwest.
Automatic phone 451.
perb and her grace, beauty and talent
&
l.KARNARD
LINDKM ANN.
Room 10, N. T. Armljo Buildlae.
plr.ee her in the foremost ranks of
emotional Amerlc?2 actresses.
No
A Citizen Want ad dties the work.

re

1

RANKIN

Is ti e joy of the household, for without
r.o lisppiiics c.ui I e complete. How

i'

THE HICHL AND LI VER i
BAM BROOK BRO., Prop.
LIVERY

mm

bwcet the ptituto of mother and bale'!
str.ilo at and commend tlii
thoughts and
of the tnother
bending ever the rr.id.e. T .e ordeal through
wnich the expectant trother must pass, however, is so lull of d.inprcr ar.H suffering t hat ilvj
looks forward to the hour when she shall leel
lhe exquisite thrill of motherhood with indescrib.itle dread and fear. COMING IN OUT
OF THE COLD
Every woman should know that the dangt-r- , pain and horror of childbirth can be entirely avoided Hy the use t f Mother's Friend, a scientific we appreciate a perfectly heated
house, but It is not every houe that
liniment for external use only, which toughens and renders pliable all is
properly warmed. If yours Is lackthe parti, and assists natur in
ing In aay way, or If you are undesubliin'.'
work, Jiy its aid
its
cided what is the best system to Install in a new house and need inforthousands of women have
mation that is trustworthy and valupassed tin great crisis m per
able, let us know of your trouble.
led safety and without pair.
We are specialists for hot water, hot
Soid at ft oc per bottle by dnggit'j Oar book
air and steam heating.
A-e-

ot

vilu Ic nil women tent
OO.,
BHAOriCIO meOULATn
,ncelt-s- t

If

el

.

ddr

AHmntM.

CO.

AND BOARDING STABLE
SADDLE HORSES SPECIALTY.
Tho "Sadie" for mountain parties and

at special rates on week days.

Auto Phone 604.

No. 112 John 8L

A. E. WALKER,
riRE

INSURANCE.

Secretary Mutual Building Aueta
tlon. Office at 217 West RaUreoO
avenue.

W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.
LIVERY, SALE, FEED AND TRANSFER STABLES.
Horses and Mules Bought and
BEST TURNOUTS

IN

THE

OIT1

between Railroad an4
Standard Plumbing & Heating Go Second Street,
Copper Avenue.

Cm

.

H
H

local reading rooms tonight, arrived
from the south this morning and took
quarters at the Alvarado.

u

g. ncr.il freight and
for the Santa Ke in
soutiiwest, arrvied from Kl I'aso
moriii-- s
and spent the day in
city en, lai.iing to local merchants
"why" of the tardy delivery of

V.

U.

Brown,

B

p.isseiiger ajeni

0

lhe
this
the
the
tieighl.

H
H
D

a
u
n
n

Tlainun n are complaining of the
younn Imivs who aie iu the habit of
siculin
rides on the trains in lue
yards. I.ittl. fellows not out of knee
pants .if guilty of the dangerous
piactice and ii will not he long until
there will l.c p. mHoi's accident In
'he local vards.
The Optic
The eight i pasncn-liM r run w ill soon
put on the third
district. The rni: has been advtrtis-ye- t
been assigned,
ed. inn has not
but probably will be by day after to
It is thought tiiat Engineer
morrow.
Fred Kaiuuier and Fireman George
Halli w ill gel ihe berth.

n

B
H
U
H
H

4

fi
H

engaged in swindling
morning a' 'he penitentiary
'i'.!he
the San'a FvLsmy
detailed jilst niiis ile the prUon
aid to
grounds. A bruM n rail
,ee ii irfiionsible for the aeclliavt
All.'! hcr loe iinotive and wreck- dent
from I. amy and
ilia t'H'i was
ear.-estt-r-

While

H

a

he-fa-

H

i

n

I

finitlly suet
led in pulliiiK
motive oa the track The

ci.i-'iu-

'he
e

it

loco-

D

a

U

o'clock and f
ditched shortly alter
tore It was
was about l:'::;n o'clock
on the rails.
pulled liM-w

m

n

n

m

Tlie sici'i'tai
of the It.iilr ad Y M
has filed h - report
C A. at Top.-kfor tbe work done by the association
He
during the month of N ember.

j

r-
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TO BELEN, N, M.

COME

ts Location

Future Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico
Located on Belen Cut-of- f of Santa Fe Railway

HELEN IS 31 MILES SOUTH OF ALIU'QL'ER-QL'E- ,
N. M.. AT TIIE JUNCTION OF THE MAIN
LINE OF THE SANTA FE SYSTEM
LEADING
KANSAS
EAST AND WEST FROM CHICAfJO,
CITY, C.ALVESTOX AND POINTS EAST TO SAN
LOS ANGELES. AND FROM THE
FRANCISCO,
EASTERN AND NORTHERN STATES TO EL
PASO AND TEXAS.
l.nOO BUSINESS AND RESIDENCE LOTS, 25x
OUT WITH BROAD 80 AND
140 FEET.
STREETS, WITH ALLEYS 20 FEET WIDE,
WITH BEAUTIFUL UKE AND PUBLIC PARK
OLD SHADE TREES;
PUBLIC
AND GRAND
SCHOOL HOUSE. COSTING $10,000; CHURCHES;
CLUB; A POPULATION OF 1,500
COMMERCIAL
ES- People; REVi;;;;,
LAlJLiSiiMF.NTP: TUB BELES' PATENT ROLLER
MILL, CAPACITY IZO BARRELS DAILY; LARGE
WINERY; THREE HOTELS, RESTAURANTS, ETC.
BKIJJN IS THE LARGEST SHIPPING POINT FOR
WOOL, FIXJUR. WHEAT. WINE, BEANS AND HAY
IN CENTRAL NEW MEXICO.
ITS IMPORTANCE
AS A GREAT COMMERCIAL
RAILROAD CITY IN
TiiE NEAR FUTURE CAN NOT 13E ESTIMATED.

The Belen Town and Improvement
Company Are Owners of
Belen Townsite

liwC0O'OO0OOtJO0O0
K50OIO00oeo0OtOtOCO0

Im-

jOHN

BECKER,

Pies.

n

0000000000000000000 00000000000000000000000

WM. M. BERGER,

Railway Center

FAST LIMITED EXPRESS, MAIL ANO
FREIGHT TRAINS OF THE SANTA FE WILL GO
OVER THE MAIN LINE THROUGH TO BELEN.
EAST AND WEST, NORTH AND SOUTH.
ALL

THE LOTS OFFERED ARE IN THE CENTER
OF THE CITY. WELL GRADED (MANY OF THEM
IMPROVED BY CULTIVATION); NO SAND OR
MODERN
GRAVEL.
WE NEED A FIRST-CLASHOTEL AND A GOOD,

OUR PRICES OF LOTS ARE IOW AND
TERMS ON EASY PAYMENTS; TITLE PERFECT;
PURCHASE
WARRANTY DEEDS.
ONE-THIR-

MONEY CASH.

TWO-THIRD-

S

D

MAY

REMAIN

ON
ONE

NOTE, WITH MORTGAGE SECURITY F'")R
YEAR, WITH 8 PER CENT INTEREST THEREON.

provement Co.
'

KSK0

A

IK
ND I'L'E
APPLY AT ONCE FOR MAPS
YOU WISH TO SECURE THE CHOICEST LOTS.

Sec y.
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large mercantile

The Beten Town and
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LOCAL AND

OPERA

PERSONAL

w.

HOUSE HOLLER

WEST KAiLROADAYL

They combine generous warmth with dainty looks and Rood wear.
They are the quickest aad most rcllal.le remedy to cure cold fet.

'Ci

0i

vt

.

MOW

,

shoes, fell uppers, leather
$I.LT
soles flannel liti'd

lnrv

We Carry the Largest Stock
of New Pianos Ever Shown
in This Territory.
SECONDHAND Pianos at
your own prices almost.
SEE US betore you buy

sleirt while.
by
William Mcintosh, accompa-ic- d
Mrs. George Falconer ami MUs
Le lA'ah arrivtd In the city yesterday
Kiir trimmed .1 alleles, flcxihle
Sessions 10 to 12, 7.W to S.30 and 7.J0 to
from the Estaneiu valley.
10.30 P. M
soles, very neat, black, red
Deputy I'nited States Marshal Harry Coocr went to Lus Vegas this
$1.25 $1.50
preen or brown
Good music and no charge for instruction.
'morning with some mysterious pajn-rHoe'
In his pocket for Uis Vegas parties,
Ktlt Blipt'rn with felt soles
We are just a anxious to sell you
George F. (Juerraz of San Fraaelsco your shoe 'polishes, laces, loggings,
Is In the city on business for the Klre" overgaiter?. slipper soles, shoe trees,
man Fund Insurance company. He Is etc. as we are to supply you with
Icalllng on the comp any's local agent,
We carry the best
footwear.
Foxed,
with
Lined
Leather
Soles,
Kelt lace Shoes, leather
W. P. Metcalf.
on the nurket and our prices
grades
2."
)
Flannel
C. May's
Mr. and Mrs. Scott McCannon lire are more thn.s reasonable.
$2.25
Hgh Ton Kelt Shoes, With Heavy Kelt Soles, Flannel Lint d
:!14 West Railroad avenue.
bouncing
a
stor,
In
revelling
of
smiles
the
shoe
$1.50
Flaanel
Lined
Soles,
7c
Folt Slippers, Felt or leather
baby boy, who arrived at their home
BEST SUNDAY DINNER IN THE
last night. The youngster tipped the
pounds. CITY AT ZEIGER'S CAFE RESscales at eleven and
TAURANT, FROM NOON TO 3 P. M.
SAUCES AND CONDIMENTS.
Hon. and Mrs. Solomon Luna and
their niece. Mls3 Nina Otero, leave ONLY FIFTY CENTS.
this evening for n few weeks absence
FREE LUNCH AT THE WHITE
When purchased at C. M. Ilrighams in New York. They will visit Wash- ELEPHANT.
grocery store, are suie to bring the ington before returning to tho terrio
Soim thing entirely new in the way
right flavor to all dishes into which tory.
Herbert L. RrookR of tho San Jose of advertising will sppear every Satthey enter. This Is because we al- market Is in receipt of a fine bear dog urday evening in Simon Stern's space
ways procure tne best manufactured. which wa Rent him from Kenosha, un the last pa.e of this paper. It Is
The called "The Diary of a Hoy," and if
e find out first what brands are re- Wis.,
by ibis brother, Ixmis.
liable and personally guarantee them. dog is registered ad Mr,. Brooks an- all the rei't to follow are as clever
ticipates trying him on the bear at as the Installment in tonight's Issue
we warra.it that they will be followed
an early day.
C. Hess, Jr., and Ed Gardner, well wit'li keen interest.
known sheep buyers, are here from
DR. L. H. CHAMBERLAIN,
Successor to
Holbrook, Arizona, with niny head
DENTIST.
F. F. TROTTER,
of sheep which they are shipping to
ROOM 2.
Albuat
They
stopped
City.
Kansas
fsos. 118 and 120 South Second street.
CROMWELL BLOCK.
querque en route to feed them before
ESTABLISHED SINCE 1889.
continuing the long Journey.
Hesry Loekhart, who recently won
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY.
a suit acquiring a tltlo to the WashT. Y. MAYNARD
GEO. W. HICKOX.
ington mine in the Cochiti gold mining FOR RENT Ranch. Inquire of Mrs.
James Dalton, Old Albuquerque.
district, was a , passenger for Bland
The Holidays are rapidly approaching. None realize this fact more
this morning. Mr. Loekhart said that WiANTEi) To" buy-- or
rent, a Napatronage
repetition
anticipating
gratifying
we,
a
do
of
and
the
than
he wag going up to the mlue for the
Address R.
tional cash register.
accorded us last holidays, we have purchased the finest line of Rich
purpose of seeing what would be
E.,
office.
this
n
Ware,
In
Glass,
Sterling
China
Silver
Hand Decorated
and
Cut
needed to start operations.
mile out
KOIl SALIC iaiee acres.
to our usual lines ever known In this city. The goods are on
It was visitors' day at the city
Address
on north Fourth street.
display In our salesroom, South Second Street, and we cordially Invite
howschools yesterday. The visitors,
Albuquerque.
Mile End liai-eyour early Inspection. Special attention paid to mail Inquiries,
est
ever, were generally confltd to
uTrange, and
teachers of the district schools, who FOR'SALE
Hickox-Maynar- d
atove.
heating
at once.
one
Call
called to glean Ideas of pedagogical
428 South High street.
methods employed In the city schooln
New Mexico's Leading Jewelers
County Superintendent A. 15. Stroup
THERE VILlTE PLENTY OF
accompanied the teachers.
WHO
FOR EVERYBODY
CHICKEN
In
Your
Watehaa
Raoalra
Sand
lor
DINCol. W. M. Uerger of the Helen WILL EAT THEIR SUNDAY
SOUTH SECOND STREET.
THE ARCH FRONT.
here NER AT THE COLUMBUS TOMORTownsite company, who Is
on
that the ROW.
declares
business,
.;
thriving little city on the cut-of- f
SURE
KILLER
LICE
INSTANT
new
Is growing conservatively.
The
concrete Santa Ke round house and DEATH TO ALL KINDS OF VERMIN
EASILY APPLIED AND PERFECT- several other new buildings will
SO.
F. W. FEE.
GO.
completed there by the first of Jan- I V
FIRST STREET.
uary, while the graders will soon
work on the yards adjoining tho
GRAND CONCERT.
Fourth and Railroad Avenue
Harvty house and depot. A number
Hear Miss Mary Menaul, Prof. J. H.
of new residences are going up and n
rooms Crum, Prof. A. R. Brown, F. B.
rooming house with thirty-twPresbywill be one of the principal buildings Schwentker and a full chorus,
..... FOR
terian church. Tuesday night, Decem
of tht 'place.
ber 11.' Admission 25 cents.

llti

fl:.

....

Established IW0

s

FOR MEN

e

i

one-hal-

f

&

cold fer

1

I

1

I

H., 8. &. M. suit.

Gee but It was a swel 1. in a fu yerer
kin ware long pantz, and Pa sez if I ilont smok slga'ete
and stunt ml groeth It wont be long H 4 can hev a H.
S. & M. Bute. Yu bet I aint even going to smoke korp
silk enny more.
I

1

206 W. Qold Avenue

COAL
Genuine American Block per ton $6.50
Cerrillo Lump
630
Anthracite Nut
8.50
9.00
Anthracite Mixed
Anthracite, stove and furnace
9.50
sizes
Clean Gas Coke
6.00

You can buy a Hart, Schaffner &
Marx Suit or Overcoat for

$15 to $30

WOOD

$2.25
2.75
3.00

...SIMON STERN...

HAHN & CO.

IV. H.

Pritty

ougV 2 Ilk Jim if was a sun of his.
gess he was sorry fer me becaus this al'ternune he
uk me down to Simon Sterns' store aivd hot me a new
aute, hat and sluize. I gess he was sory for himself 2,
becaus he sed wile he was about it he wud get hlsclf a

sed

Lindemann,

Green Mill wood, per load
Dry Mill wood, per load
Factory wood, per load

Hrlte and fare.

got n bluddy nose fruni Jim. IU snuk
up behlne and past hi me 1. It w ant a fare fito, and pa

Ycsterdy

Do It Today
Learnard

8.

Bwlming. but me and Pudge and fatty went down tu th
crik today. It made a fellera teeth chnter, t;o. 1 gess
we wont go enny more this yere.

TODAY

Ar-th-

!.

Saterday

In the purchase of a Piano

i
Mrs. Isldro Oonzili's ami Miss
morning
mi jo went to Santa
I'O the gneMs
of r la lives fir a

ft, 1906.

DIARY OF A BOY

We can save you money

.

FOR WOMEN
shoes, leather foxed
vamp and quarters, flanucl
I Mb'.. $1.73
lined

Believe Us

RINK

John A. Allison and wife, ami Robert Alilson, nrrUeil hert from Chicago
last night.
Clprlano liaca. lieutenant of mount-le- d
sllee, arrived in the city yesterday from Socorro.
Is entertaining his
Ir. E. N. Wilson
brother-in-law- ,
V. M I'earl, who is an
attorney at Hiawatha, Kansas.
who have
Mr. and Mrs. Jake
been spending a few weeks at Fay-- '
wood Springs, are expected home

i Slippers

Felt Shoes

8ATUR0AV, DECEMBER

mwsmaxmmmammmmaammamwm
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Both Phones.

THE CASA DE ORO.
BEST ROOMS, BEST MEALS, BEST
PRICES. BEST CROWD.
613 WEST GOLD AVE.

The Railroad Avenue Clothier

1

C. M. BRIGHAM

NORTH FIRST STREET

115-11- 7

Between Railroad and Ccppar A ve.

AIR BLAST AND ROUND OAK
STEEL RANGES

UP-TO-DA- TE

Heater s

addi-ditio-

1

1

,

OIL HEATERS

One-Maj-

The

Co.

ALBUQUERQUE

HARDWARE

Srr.

lo-gi- n

CHRISTMAS PRESENTS

I

UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO

SEE OUR LINE OF

IN

BASKET-BAL-

CONTEST

L

COLLEGIANS WIN TWO GAMES
HIGH
YE6TERDAY DEFEAT
SCHOOL AN1 ALBUQUERQUE

INDIAN

SCHOOL.

Mexico
The I'niversity of New
basketball team waj successful yesterday In two games, the afternoon
with the High school
match
f
team and the evening game the
struggle with the girls of
the Albuquerque Indian school at the
Casino.
The afternoon score was 27 to 23,
and the game was -- ot distinguished
for its good generalship on either
side, both teams lacking In guard
play. The teams are scheduled to
meet again before the holidays, when
It is presumed that this defect will be
remdled to some extent.
The evening game took place in the
presence of a good audience, the enthusiasm of which was dampened to
a considerable extent, however, by the
manifest disparity between the weight
of the 'varsity team and their much
The name resmaller competitor.
sulted in a score of 28 to 15 and was
won by the 'varsity team through 'superior team work and preponderance
Many fouls
of physical proportion.
with registered during the game,
twelve being called on the "varsity
team during the last half alone.
After the game a dance was held,
The unl- which was well ut tended.
versity girls wore their new uniforms
last, evening for the Hrst time.
g

much-talked-o-

FINE CHINA CUT GLASS
CHAFING DISHES
BAKING DISHES CARVING SETS
SILVER PLATED WARE
FOOD CHOPPERS
FINE CUTLERY

ALBUQUEROUE

HARDWARE

GO.

Fourth and Railroad Avenue
THE

EVERITT

Palace

Diamond

RAILROAD AVE.
DUmondi, Watches, Jewelry, Cut C!a. Clocks, Silverware.
your trade and guaranty A SQUARE DEAL.

x4 4

fr

4

3

fr 4

4 4 4 4 4 fr 4

We Invite

&4 4 4 4 4 4

4 4

4

4 4

fc

4 4

X

CARVING SETS, ENAMELED SAVORY ROASTERS, TABLE
CUTLERY, ALL CLASSES COOKING UTENSILS, CROCKERY,
HORSE BLANKETS, HARNESS, WINONA WAGONS. TIN
SHOP IN CONNECTION. STOVES SET UP.

602-60-

THE TAKING
FOR
FF I'INCH AT THE WHITE EL
EPHANT.
THE BEST 35 CENT DINNER IN
THE CITY, AT THE COLUMBUS HOTEL TOMORROW.
The Albuquerque Junk company
rm; South Second strut t, pays cash
for old furniture, old clothing, Iron,
brass, crt; per, zinc rubber paper rags,
bottles, etc. la fact all kinds of secSend U9
ond hand goods and junk.
has a
postal. Will call. Everything
s,
value. Old buildings, machinery,
wagons, etc., bought for highest
cash price.
THE SUNDAY DINNERS AT THE
ARE GROWHOTEL COLUMBUS
ING IN POPULARITY CONSTANTLY. DON'T FORGET THE COLUMBUS TOMOPPOW. IT WILL BE A
CHICKEN DINNER.
Long Tennessee Fight.
For twenty years W. L. Rawis of
Hells, Tenn.," fought nasal catarrh. He
writes; "The swelling and soreness
inside my nose was fearful, till I
Arnica
lieu'an applying Hucklen's
Salve to the sore surface; this caused
the soreness and swelling to disappear,
to return. Hest salve in
existence. 25c at all druggists.
YOURS

bug-irie-

CI

Whn1flalft and Retail

ft

HARDWARE

ft

0
ft
O
ft

Iron Pipe, Pumps, Valves, Fittings Steam and Water
SuppliesHose and Belting.
Stoves, Ranges and Granite Iron Ware.
Bar Iron, Steel, Wagon Wood Stock, Blacksmith Supplies.

Mail Orders Solicited
lie,4oa,
dot,

113,

1

17.1

Albuquerque, New Mexico

South rirat mtraat
rirat Btroat

North

r

TAKING-FR- EE
THE
YOURS
FOR
LUNCH AT THE WHITE EL

EPHANT.

371

h

KVLRttOOD
or
tniAn
Ma

TONIGHT1
TONIGHT! TONIGHT!
FREE LUNCH AT THE WHITE

ti.t.r

I

sr.tN

ELEPHANT.
DON'T FORGET THE ZEIGER'S
CAFE RESTAURANT TOMORROW
SUNDAY
DINNER.
FOR YOUR
BEST IN THE CITY FOR FIFTY
CENTS.
Coniii
Syrup of Eucalyptus, for
couuiis. colds, bronchitis, price Tiite. At
Rupp
K

Tuil.--

sets of all kinds. Heat grade.
At Huppe's.

t

Reasi'able prices.
FEE'S

PEERLESS HOME-MADCANDIES,
AT WALTON'S DRUG
STORE.

J

t
J

special

ileHsoffi

$5.00DERBY--$5.0- 0

J.

The lightest, mo-- t durable hat on the market-- The holiday block y.i out is now displayed by us.
Y..

Jf.

3-

Waiiulkv

I..

FEE'S HOT CHOCOLATE,
TON'S DRUG STORE.

WAL-

-

DR. J. E. KRAFT, FORMERLY LOCATED IN THE GRANT BUILDING,
HAS REMOVED TO ROOMS 2 AND
3, BARNETT
OVER
BUILDING
O'REILLY'S DRUG STORE.

J MR S. M. C. WILSON
. . .

4

Co.

f

-

DEALER IN . . .

Stamping Dona to Ordor
Hi

VV.

bold Avenue

ALBl'Ql'CRQL'E, N. M.

AT THE
COLOMBO
..

J

J f fy J

J

f

J J

f

J- -

J

J

J

J. J. J J. f

kf kj.

J

J- -

J

oysters with
fnvh. clean, wholesome
tang, the true
a delicate salt-wattlavor of the sea' tlie Seulshipt kind
or
flabbv, slimy, bruised, white oystors,
tatiting of lit"0 else than stale water
and presorvatlves the tub kind.
onfc of pure white enamel smooth
.Which- - .a
"cli an and wholesome, sealed aad
iu Ice in a Sealsbipt Carrier.

Which

tr

a wooden tub, soggy with stale juices
and Impure water, with a loose cover
;uid uu odor of formaldehyde?
12 a word, appeals to you as the more
Which- - "palatable,
appetuing and sanitary

Fancy Dry Goods

SOCIAL DANCE
EVERY SATURDAY NIGHT
J

6
0)
0
0
0
O

HALL

Admission

50c

DANCING SCHOOL
Ladies Free

Sealshipt Oysters or the Tub Kind?
Sealshipt Oysters Fresh Dally

